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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Command neurons of tentacle withdrawal behavior of land snail
Command neurons of tentacle withdrawal behavior of land snail
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Proliferating cells in neurospheres
Proliferating cells in neurospheres
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
FOS protein pattern in mouse hippocampus after 2h after learning
FOS protein pattern in mouse hippocampus after 2h after learning
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Neurogenesis in dentate gyrus of mouse
Neurogenesis in dentate gyrus of mouse
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Nikolay Aseyev
Endocarotinoids in snail neurons
Endocarotinoids in snail neurons
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Hommage to Matisse 'Dance’
Microglia in brain slice
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Astrocytes in primary culture
Astrocytes in primary culture
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
The best marrow bone
The best marrow bone
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Danger! Synaptic discharge!
Danger! Synaptic discharge!
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Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Red on Black
Red on Black

1

Nikolay Aseyev, Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology of RAS (IHNA&NPh RAS)
Towards interhemishaeric asymmetry
Towards interhemishaeric asymmetry

video
1

Marianna Kapsetaki, Imperial College London
The musical brain: Neuroscience and classical music
By night Marianna is a classically trained concert pianist who has performed on stages
from London to Athens. However, by day she studies the human brain as a
neuroscientist at Imperial College London. Here she performs Chopin's "Ocean" Etude
and combines it with a presentation showing the brain regions that are involved in
playing the piano.
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Szabolcs David, UMC Utrecht
Radio-spaghetti
The image shows the fusion of two worlds: white matters pathways visualized with
tractography based on diffusion MRI data and radiation used during brain tumor
treatment in a brain metastasis patient. Color of the tracts is according to the
underlying dose from 0 (blue) to 35 Gy (red). During this treatment nearly the whole
brain is irradiated, with the exception of a couple of lateral pathways important in
speech formation/understanding and the cerebellum. This particular design of radiation
design will try to eradicate all tumor cells in the brain, while also spare critical regions,
which are exceptionally important for cognition and quality of life of the patient.
Team: Szabolcs David PhD (myself) and Joost Verhoeff MD PhD, both from Department
of Radiotherapy, UMC Utrecht
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Leila Ali
Feelings
Feelings.. Nothing more than feelings ..
Feelings of love ..
For all my life I'd feel it ..
I wish I'd never seen it ..
It can't possibly come again ..
Feelings wo-o-o feelings ..
Again in my heart ..
Feelings like I never lost you ..
And feelings like I never really had you ..
Here in my arms ..
_ Nina Simone comments while singing these lyrics " You know what? What a shame you have to
write a song like that! I do not believe the conditions that produced a situation that demanded a
song like that.. "
Here Nina Simone talks about feeling as an emotion, but in this Covid era, we quite long for feeling
as a "Sense".
Senses are the fuel of our emotions, what we see, what we hear, what we taste, what we smell and
touch have all been polluted at a certain point, by bad news, bad decisions, bad acquaintences, and
the pandemic. We need to care more from now on, about what we let into that little magical brainy
box of ours.c
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Leila Ali
Brain is a woman
The brain is like a woman. What an elegant way is that to understand how
important, sensitive, selective, hardworking, fulfilling, giving, mysterious,
complex and loving that organ is.
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Leila Ali
Brain maze
Among all the complex neural pathways of our brain circuitry, I wonder
most about the pathway that leads to love...
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Gil Costa
The Tolman Eichenbaum Machine
I was commissioned by Tim Behrens of Oxford Univ. to prepare a cover proposal for
their soon to be published study at Cell. This work is a great theoretical model
called the Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine, that weaves together the loose pieces of
experimental results, and explains the role of the brain area called hippocampus in
sorting out associations between things. In search for a visual metaphor I started
iterating with the authors to fish for ideas. I came to the conclusion that the
metaphor to explore was of a board with strings connecting clues, in a detective’s
office. The Cluedo game came to mind and all the characters are passed scientists,
just as Tolman and Eichenbaum. The puzzle is solved by the machine, energized by
a seahorse - a hippocampus
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Gil Costa
Chasing decisions in real time
I was commissioned by Diogo Peixoto from the Newsome Lab at Stanford Univ. to
prepare a cover proposal for their soon to be published study at Nature. They had
developed a system to visualize, in real-time, how the brain embarks on the decision
making process. By recording activity of motor cortex neurons they could chase a
decision variable while it fluctuates. I always start with reading the scientific
manuscript in search for a visual metaphor. At the same time I was dwelling into the
work of Moebius, the World of Edena. I decided to illustrate researchers in a world
populated by metal obelisks, chasing an orb that follows the direction of raising stars.
That is oneiric-literal description of what the scientists had done.
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Darren Savage
The Furious Neuron
This is a depiction of my son's description of how his autism
makes his head feel when he is having a meltdown.
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”Before timeout”

1

“Brainegg”

1

“Brain mixed”

1

“Crossing”

“Halfish”
1

“Heartwave”
1

1

“Z-inside”

Bereket Alemayehu
Each image has its own title
I have deep affection to human brain and knowing how it works, as an artist the brain is
one of my inspirations in wondering in my creative world. I usually enjoy doing
experimental photo arts, and sometimes ago i got the inspiration in mixing my own brain
images, from MRI which i did in 2015, with the experimental photos i was taking in 2019
at my home studio.
How do I do perceive darkness and light when i get an attack of severe migraine
headaches? That was the play with light, darkness and colors.
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Keren Shalev
Cashng Shadow series: Schaien (Shadow)
The work “Schaien” from the series “Cashng Shadow” is in the intersechon of concrete,
formalishc work, which doesn t́ aim to represent something other than itself and
concentrates on its given materiality, form, and presence; and of a twist of logic. By ﬁlling
the space of the shadow that the tube casts, the shadow becomes an object of itself. It is
potent, valid, and present as much as the object the cast his shape.
These are now two separate components of the same thing, that complete each other,
confronts each other, and resolve each other.
The light change in the natural phenomenon creates a disturbance in our logic and
understanding of the world, yet the abstract relahons between the two elements and their
compahbility create a new one.
The shadow has now a quality of expansion. The relahons are freed from being only about
the relahon between an object and its shadow, they are between a surface and a line, black
and silver, glossy and mai, known and unknown.
2019 steel, 100 L x 100 W x 125 H cm
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Liam O'Leary, McGill University
Tiling
In the Mechawar lab at McGill University, I have studied brain cells called astrocytes in
postmortem human brain samples for four years. Astrocytes regulate many properties of the
brain, including controlling blood flow and providing essential nutrients to nerve cells. These
star-shaped cells are often arranged in a regularly-spaced, grid-like pattern called tiling. Tiling
means that astrocytes cover most of the brain while never strongly overlapping with each
other.
In ‘Tiling’, on an 8x10” canvas with India ink, I recreate this tiling pattern I have seen under
the microscope when looking at astrocytes in the human brain. My PhD findings show that
depressed individuals have far fewer astrocytes throughout the brain. ‘Tiling’ proposes that
if depression causes a huge loss of astrocytes, surely this tiling pattern of astrocytes is also
lost? ‘Tiling’ as a symbol resembles a sense of balance and order both in the brain and in the
mind, at the level of mood. Depression seems to threaten tiling in the human brain, for
reasons we do not yet know. Whether in depression the stars realign or die out in the
constellation of the brain remains to be seen.
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NEVRO
Brain Joker
NEVRO is an emerging contemporary artist, PhD in Neurosurgery, who exposes his
understanding of the brain while displaying recurrent feelings that arise in the
clinical practice. Therefore, NEVRO’s work has an encouraging message [ but
disturbing thoughts may be mixed in the pieces. Experience, tranquility and selfcontrol, which are mains issues in neurosurgery, are also detailed in NEVRO’s
work.
Anything around NEVRO may be of use, such as an old door, window, skateboard
or toy. It is interesting to note that most of XXXX’s tools are the same used in the
neurosurgical theatre, such as scalpel blades, rongeurs and drills.
Overall, NEVRO uses his privileged knowledge of the brain to make unique and
surprising artworks with relevant messages.
Brain Joker [Carved and painted old door] is an allusion to the potential capacities
of your brain that you should claim!
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Sarah Bachmann, University Hospital Cologne
The space in a dish
The image shows human neurons co-cultured with mouse primary astrocytes. The
astrocytes were labelled for F-actin (a cytoskeletal marker) and the dots represent
neuronal synapses (labelled by synaptophysin). The whole image and especially
the grey color reminded me of the moon's surface, which is why I chose the title
accordingly.
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Tomoyuki Naito, Osaka University
An individual's ideally beauhful painhng
This artwork visualizes an image of an individual's ideally beauhful painhng in
her/his mind using the reverse correlahon method and the generahve adversarial
network (GAN). The GAN learned the characterishcs of painhngs from more than
30,000 images, and the reverse correlahon method was used to idenhfy the latent
vector of the individual's most ideally beauhful painhng in the latent space
acquired by the GAN. Then the latent vector was visualized as an image using the
GAN's generator again. This painhng served as a template for the subject's ideally
beauhful painhng, and we experimentally conﬁrmed that the subject perceived
beauty in painhngs that existed close to this painhng in the latent space.

video
1

https://vimeo.com/401705387

Holly Stone
Strange Loops
STRANGE LOOPS is a choreographic representation of Douglas Hofstadter's strange loop
theory of mind. Starting from a simple cause-and-effect movement phrase inspired by
the action potential, we ascend through various levels of hierarchical complexity,
culminating in the question: How does human consciousness emerge from discrete,
repetitive building blocks?

video
1

https://tinyurl.com/4aujuuee

Andy Woods, University of London
my brain, with holes
A 3d printed interpretation of the state of my brain, 2021, using FreeSurfer
for brain extraction, and BrainMixer for holification. May 2021 be less
holey.
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Jody Rasch, Lamina Project
Thought – Neurons
The brain is the center of our rationality and irrationality. It controls our conscious and
unconscious reactions. The Thought series uses images of the brain, including electron
microscope images of the cerebral cortex and neurons, as well as a MRI of the brain,
to invite the observer to get into the minds of others and explore their own rationality.
Acrylic on Paper - 24" x 18"- 2020
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Samin Davoody, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences
Our beautiful brain!
Hi! My name is human brain! I am the only organ named by myself! Isn't this so
cool?! Well, right and left side of me are very hardworking , and finally they decided
to share responsibilities. For art and music assistance, you'd better contact the right
side ! And, for your mathematics exam , get in touch with the left side of me! Oh, I
also have some lobes, they're like my kids, a part of me! Three of them are named :
Parietal ,Frontal , and Occipital. I love my kids, they're absolutely hardworking. By the
way , can you distinguish them in the picture???!
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Susanna MonY, NaYonal Research Council of Italy
Brain Damage
This picture represents beta-amyloid ﬁbrils assemblies in the human brain.
Besides molecular modeling structures of pepYdes, proteins, and a few
inhibitors, an experimental tomography map is also displayed. CooperaYve
interacYon among many experimental methodologies and computaYonal
chemistry techniques can be the winning choice to advance knowledge in
incurable diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.
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Jeroen Aerts
Human Brainbow
My work can be considered '3D paintings' for which I sculpt pieces in clay and mount
them on a wooden frame to hang on the wall. This piece called 'Human Brainbow' is a
tribute to the Brainbow scientific principle, a technique that uniquely colours individual
neurons. This piece explores what this method means to the scientific community to
better understand the underpinnings of the most complex organ in biology. The
technique developed in mice is artistically projected here on a human brain sculpture to
explore the 'what if' question. What if we were able to label and interrogate any and
every cell in the human brain? What would we learn about consciousness and ourselves
as a species?
Technical description:
Human brain clay sculpture mounted on a wooden frame (40x40cm) to hang on the wall
(wall mount on the back of the frame). Painted with acrylics in nine different colors to
mimic the ‘Brainbow’ scientific principle.
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Jordan Roe, Loughborough University
False-coloured Polyhydroxypropylmethacrylamide (PHPMA) hydrogel for the encapsulation of
neural cells
This image is of a synthetic hydrogel I have synthesised and designed as part of my PhD, taken
on a powerful scanning electron microscope (SEM) and false-coloured in Photoshop. The
hydrogel is originally a disc in shape, which has been freeze-fractured here along the centre,
and is mounted perpendicular to the sample holder to visualise the insides of the material
without influencing it's morphology.
This hydrogel has been designed to have the same material properties as brain tissue, i.e. the
same 'squishiness', whilst being porous to allow for human neural cells to proliferate and
communicate with each other inside. Although there are no cells in this image, what I find to be
a happy coincidence is the undulating 'surface' on the right-side of the hydrogel, which I like to
compare to actual brain tissue you might see in an anatomy class. It is my hope, that one day
this hydrogel will replace the lost brain tissue that occurs in people suffering from
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinsons disease and Alzheimer's.
This image was taken at 85X magnification using an electron microscope (Jeol 7800f) with an
accelerating voltage of 5kV, at the Loughborough Materials Characterisation Centre (LMCC).
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Jordan Roe, Loughborough University
Neural cells invading a glass slide
This image is a false-coloured brightfield image of the neural cell line 'SH-SY5Y', in the
early stages of attaching and proliferating to a glass slide.
SH-SY5Y cells are a neural cell line derived from a 4-year old girl's neuroblastoma in 1973.
They are commonly used by researchers for in-vitro studies of neural function, and I use
them as part of my PhD coupled with a hydrogel I have synthesised to hopefully one day
produce a scaffold that is capable of replacing human brain tissue in patients suffering
with neurodegenerative diseases.
To me this image looks as though 'alien ships' are invading a the surface, spreading out
and occupying the helpless planet below.
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Kim Engels
Neurotransmikers
CreaYvity reduces stress and anxiety. Endorphins have an analgesic eﬀect and create
a feeling of happiness. Serotonin contributes to conﬁdence and saYsfacYon.
Dopamine is released when we try to achieve our goals. All these neurotransmikers
are released when we use our creaYvity. The painYng shows the movement of these
neurotransmikers.
Making art is valuable for everyone. There is no right or wrong way to be creaYve.
When we create, it gives us the opportunity to do and make what we want without
being judged or doing anything wrong. Enjoy the possibility to outline borders and
delineate horizons. Feel free in another dimension.

video
1

Alexander Leemans, University Medical Center Utrecht
Brainbow
The colors of this brain surface reflect the orientation of the underlying fiber tissue as
determined with diffusion MRI (red = left-right; green = front-back; blue = up-down).

video
1

Sarshar Dorosti, Tehran University of Art
Fractal Brain
The incident of non-symmetric natural phenomena and a mathematical set can
appearance the chaos in behavior.
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Chas Prange
EVOLUTION OF THE COSMIC TOURIST
Color Photograph Created By Chas Prange 2020
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Carlos Barcia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Astrocytic and Neuronal Networks of Human Brain Cortex (Cells on Canvas Collection)
This microscopy image shows a composite of a mosaic of images taken from a normal
human brain cortex in which we can observe the glial layer of cells in yellow, neurons
in blue, and nuclei in red. The glial layer is a particular stratum of cells only seen in
highly evolved primates. These cells called interlaminar astrocytes show long filaments
that can be few millimeters long, crossing along the different cortical layers. This image
is part of a collection of images, entitled Cells on Canvas, taken by the author along
years of scientific research, and have been the theme of an exhibit displayed in
different art museums and galleries. A video of the latest exhibit in Barcelona is sent as
another entry.

1video https://tinyurl.com/36e25adf

Carlos Barcia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Cells on Canvas Collection (Video of latest exhibition)
\
In this video we can see the installation and display of the last exhibit of the collection
Cells on Canvas. In the footage, a glimpse of all the artwork can be seen, including the
particular entry for this context “Astrocytic and Neuronal Networks of Human Brain
Cortex”. The collection is printed on canvas or silver vinyl, in large format. This
exhibition took place during the Biennal City and Science (organized by the Barcelona
City hall), at the beautiful Palau Robert building.
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Millie Wilson
Who are you?
The aim of this artwork was to display the difficulty Alzheimer’s patients experience
in recognising people. The method by which I created this piece correlates with the
development of the disease. I started by sketching the face of a person, how they are
seen before the deterioration of the brain. I then cut the image and disfigured it,
showing the decline in cognition and how the patient can no longer recognise their
loved one. The sketch was then placed on the black background. This was to
represent the fog and darkness that descends when attempting to answer even
simple questions.

1video https://tinyurl.com/shnff426

Sarshar Dorosti, Tehran University of Art
CNBC19
In the last few years, we’ve seen the emergence of hundreds of “AI artists.” These
complex algorithms are creating unique (and sometimes eerie) works of art. They’re
generating stunning visuals, profound poetry, transcendent music, and even realistic
movie scripts. The works of these AI artists are raising questions about the nature of
art and the role of human creativity in future societies.
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Louis Braddock Clarke, Koninklijke Academie van Beeldende Kunsten
PhantomMe Brain Plate
PhantomMe is led by Louis Braddock Clarke (artist) and Dr. Joanes Grandjean (neuroscientist)
who in collaboration, build research bodies and material experimentations. The artwork
PhantomMe explores the materiality of keeping memories in times of mass virtual-data
banks and algorithmic standardisation. As technological means become more global, and
readily available, the amount of medical information grows exponentially. Large strata of
brain data are stored in code, vulnerable to disappearing and becoming lost in digital
translation.
The research investigates the means of materialisation of biological data and explores the
mechanisms of imaging technologies within Neuroscience. PhantomMe works with real
Dutch data samples, contemporary methods, and non-linear creative outputs.
The image shows a series of brain slices that contain Agar-Agar jelly substance to divide and
identify the segmentation within the brain, showing the relationship between our bodies,
minerals, and the production of bio-images.
(please contact us for more photographs of the artworks)
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Vaishnavi S, Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Stretched between synapses
A drawing depicting the experience of mental illness: feeling forever stuck inside
your head, a slave to neuronal firings and at the mercy of neurotransmitters

1video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNJPa7w7nAw

Ronald Bal
Film Catalysis
In the film Catalysis I investigate new relationships between nature and machine by
converting 2D CT scans (Computer Tomography) into 3D ceramic prints. During the
project I collaborated with scientists from the Neuro-imaging Center and the Institute of
Diagnostic Radiology of the Technical University Dresden (TU Dresden) specializing in CT
scans and ultra-sound. With this technique I was able to make scans of multiple body
parts, including my organs and brain. These photos have been converted into 3D models
and with a 3D printer into organic sculptures, using machine learning systems.
20 minutes
Black and white with sound
2021
Trailer: Catalysis, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNJPa7w7nAw&feature=youtu.be
(25-02-2021)

1video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1G-vk5QWRsg

Guy Ben-Ary, SymbioticA, center for excellence in biological art
cellF
cellF is Guy Ben-Ary’s self-portrait but also the world’s first neural synthesizer. It is a real “wet-alogue” Synthesizer. cellF’s “brain” is made of a biological
neural network that grows in a Petri dish and controls in real time an array of analogue modular synthesizers that were custom made to work in synergy
with the neural network. It is a completely autonomous, wet and analogue instrument. In 2015, Guy Ben-Ary received a fellowship to develop a biological
self-portrait, and decided to portray one of his juvenile dreams: to become a rock star.
Guy Ben-Ary had a biopsy taken from his arm, then he cultivated his skin cells in vitro in the labs of SymbioticA at UWA, and using Induced Pluripotent Stem
cell technology, he transformed his skin cells into stem cells. When these stem cells began to differentiate they were pushed down the neuronal lineage
until they became neural stem cells, which were then fully differentiated into neural networks over a Multi-Electrode Array (MEA) dish to become - “Guy
Ben-Ary’s external brain”.
The MEA dishes that host Guy Ben-Ary’s neural networks consist of a grid of 8×8 electrodes. These electrodes can record the electric signals (action
potentials) that the neurons produce and at the same time send stimulations to the neurons – essentially a read-and-write interface to the “brain”. There is
a surprising similarity in the way neural networks and analogue synthesizers work. In both voltages are passed through components to produce data or
sound. cellF’s neural interface juxtaposes these two networks to creates a continuum between the networks. With cellF, the musician and musical
instrument become one entity to create a cybernetic musician.
Human musicians are invited to play with cellF in special one-off shows. The human-made music is fed to the neurons as stimulation, and the neurons
respond by controlling the analogue synthesizers, and together they perform live, reflexive and improvised sound pieces or “jam sessions” that are not
entirely human. The sound is spatialized in the space to 16 speakers. The spatializatoin is controlled by the neural network and reflects the special pockets
of activity within the petri dish. Walking around the performance space offers the sensation of walking through XXXX’s external brain in real time
In human brains music can entrain neural activity, and early music training in children alters brain structure and function. As a therapy in adults, music also
enhances activity in brain circuitries after stroke or in neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s. cellF provides a unique opportunity to understand
how coherence and plasticity in neural circuits can be induced by rhythmic (and perhaps frequency) dependent inputs, with potential translational benefits.
In its world premiere cellF jammed live with Darren Moore, Tokyo-based experimental jazz drummer, in a unique improvisation. His music was fed into the
neurons as electrical stimulations and the neurons responded by controlling the synthesizer, creating an improvised posthuman sound piece. cellF is a
collaboration between artists XXXX XXXX, Darren Moore, Nathan Thompson and Andrew Fitch, and scientists Stuart Hodgetts, Mike Edel and Douglas
Bakkum.
For more info – http://guybenary.com/cellf
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Lucy Cordes Engelman
Synesthesia Painting Project
The Synesthesia works explore the sensorial relationship between color and abstract concepts of time and space. In
collaboration with American artist and filmmaker Lucy Cordes Engelman, Daniel Mullen paints as a conduit for her sensorial
experience between color and time. Each color represents a number, and when numbers are used to illustrate time the
painting appears as a layered image, a representation of time.
Our creative process begins by choosing specific dates. Each date reveals itself as a specific color in Lucy Cordes Engelman’s
brain. Number two, for instance, is a shade of yellow. Lucy Cordes Engelman unveils the codes of time, discovering each
number’s colors through her own eyes. Then Daniel sketches the visual framework and is responsible for the implementation
of the work, while Lucy Cordes Engelman determines and mixes the exact colours: for instance the years in the tens are blue,
the twenties are yellow, and the thirties are pink. The precise match between pigmentation and geometry present in the
Synesthesia work creates unusual perspectives and confuses the viewer with all sorts of optical illusion, in a direct reference
to the kinetic movement in the 50s. Canvases gain volume throughout our technique; it appears to look like an encrustation
of dozens of multicolored glass plates that move toward the observer.
Synesthesia is an involuntary sensory experience that takes many different forms; from tasting colours to smelling sounds,
etc. In Lucy Cordes Engelman's case, when she sees or thinks about time and numbers (days of the week, months, hours,
years) as well as letters/words i.e. a person’s name, she experiences a different colour sequence in her mind's eye.
Additionally, time is spatial and coloured related, as in the days of the week, months, years, all have a coloured location in
space and a shifting orientation. Essentially, she has an ever changing complex and luminous filter to internally comprehend
the abstract concepts of our world. The technical names of these types of Synesthesia are: Spatial-Temporal Synesthesia,
Spatial Sequence Synesthesia and Number Form as well as Grapheme Colour. Daniel himself doesn't have it, but he
unknowingly developed a way of painting that is the closest visualization XXXX has ever seen of her experience regarding
coloured letters, numbers and time. Over the past two years we’ve begun together to create these paintings as a series of
works in which we build a visual representation of time in numbers from all kinds of varying orientations and so on. The
works are portals to an existing fourth dimension: a world of beauty and mathematics, of fractals and quantum, space and
time.
Independent artist collaboration with Daniel Mullen
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Quint Hartmann
From A to B (and back again).
From A to B (and back again) is a visualizaYon of a consciousness cycle that repeats itself
Yll eternity. It's about the evoluYon of percepYon and how our percepYon eventually
dissolves into nothingness in order to repeat itself. The work consists of 6 drawings (hand
embroidery) on canvas and a GIF animaYon. As an extra funcYon it's possible to connect
the two with an augmented reality app connecYng the 'material' and the 'digital' world.
I've uploaded a video-sample to YouTube: hkps://youtu.be/AJqn-nf1OU4. The animated
GIF can funcYon as a stand-alone artwork and is the piece I will be submixng.

1

Barbara Rita Jenny
Astroglial (re)Alignment
DURA MATER
(ˈdjʊərə ˈmeɪtər) n
(Anatomy) the outermost and toughest of the three membranes covering the brain and spinal cord. Often
shortened to: dura See also meninges [C15: from Medieval Latin, hard mother]
This piece is part of Barbara Rita Jenny’s current body of work, Dura Mater. The outermost, protective lining of
the brain, the literal latin translation is “tough mother.” In these works, Barbara Rita Jenny’s effort is to
process, understand, and cope with the neurological disorders that challenge family members.
Artist Statement : The brains of my beloveds are threatened. ADHD. OCD/PANS. AD (Alzheimer’s Disease). This
latest work is an amalgamation of my obsessive reworkings of the complicated and mysterious science of the
brain. In an effort to understand the misfiring, inflammation, and deterioration of the brains of my loved ones,
I have read countless articles on neuroscience and searched images online that are both miraculous and
confounding. I have been relentless in trying to fix and fold their problems into manageable packages—for
them and myself. But these problems are medical and mysterious and far from conquered by doctors and
scientists. My desperate effort then has been to make sense, make order, cut and realign and paste glial cell
forms, like placing ephemeral Band-aids on invisible wounds.
hand-chromed lasercut PETG, 48" x 48" - from the Dura Mater Series
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brighart brighart
figure and movement
This painting is made in 2007 . Its about movements in the body and brain.
The smallest particles, the Higgs particles, ensure that we are one together
with our brains.
The painting is called "Figures and movement.”, it’s 150 cm x 150cm,acryl
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Hannah Lichtenstein
Visualize My Mind
This is my artistic interpretation of neural networks. I made this piece in April of 2020
for my final project with acrylic paint, watercolors, and graphite on watercolor paper. I
chose to include both a light and dark version (illustrated in procreate) of this piece
because it shows how different the same painting can look in two different
backgrounds. This plays on the ideas of framing and symbolic interactionism;
individuals can perceive the same thing in completely different ways depending on
their socio-cultural contexts.
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Leila Ali
The dominant brain
When a woman becomes a mother, her child leaves her womb to live eternally inside
her head.

1

Saskia van Driel, Swammerdam Institute of Life Sciences
Green wave
This image shows expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in the Hippocampus. A
virus containing a fluorescent tag (GFP) was injected in the Hippocampus of a rat to
trace the axonal projections of the Hippocampal neurons to other brain areas, in the
current study the Perirhinal cortex. The blue colour reflects cell bodies stained with
DAPI.
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Helena Hartmann, University of Vienna & Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience
One Brain Among Many?
The artwork “One Brain Among Many?” depicts a top-view of my own 3D-printed brain
amidst eight alike brains, arranged in a 3x3 grid pattern. For me, this represents the
perceptions and feelings many (early career) researchers, including myself, encounter
when starting out in the world of academia and on their personal road to a scientific
career. Each individual comes with their own set of skills and abilities, but oftentimes we
are surrounded by many other people around us doing the same things and therefore
feel as if we are constantly competing against each other. I also want to show, that
although we may not see individual differences between these people (or brains in the
artwork) at first glance, everybody has something that makes them unique in what they
do and bring to the table. Finally, this artwork also represents every scientists’ ultimate
shared goal of finding out more about how the world and our brains work, and that we
can achieve this goal more easily and sustainably through collaborations and fusion of
many minds.
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María Sáez, Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante
A tree and its sprouts
Medium Spiny Neurons, which conform the 95% of neurons of the striatum are so
named due to the presence of the spines on their dendrites. This image shows a
close up of them.To me, it looks like a branch of a tree with its sprouts about to
bloom.
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María Sáez, Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante
Memory glass
Microscopy image showing the hippocampus of a mouse with its respective
layers. Nucleus of neurons are stained with DAPI, green stain corresponds
to background fluorescence. A filter was applied to simulate a stained glass.
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María Sáez, Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante
Information subway
Microscopy image showing part of the Corpus Callosum of a mice, which
connects both hemispheres in the brain. Notice how the left side (ipsilateral to
the labeling) shows a greater amount of labelled fibers when compared to the
right side.
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María Sáez, Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante
Fireworks
Pyramidal cells from the somatosensory cortex stained with a cre-dependent viral
tracer. A LUT was applied so they resemble the trails left by fireworks in the sky.
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María Sáez, Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante
Blurred drops
Somatosensory pyramidal neurons labeled with a cre-dependent viral tracer. Inset of
their axons and dendrites.
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Davis Laundon, The Marine Biological Association of the UK
The Microbial Mind
The evolution of the human brain can trace its origins to microbial life. Many
components of the molecular toolkit of proteins responsible for synaptic function in our
brains are also present in organisms that not only lack neurons, but that consist of only a
single cell. In this 3D rendering these microbes - the ichthyosporeans (green), filastereans
(blue), and the colony-forming choanoflagellates (yellow) - which are the closest singlecelled cousins to the animals, are pictured tangled in a forest of neurons. The presence
of these proteins in organisms without neurons raises difficult questions into their
original function in our microbial ancestors and how their function shifted to neuronal
signalling. These questions and more are the focus of ongoing research, but what is clear
is that we cannot truly understand the origin of our own brains without investigating
these enigmatic creatures. The fundamental building blocks of our nervous systems not
only predate the origin of neurons, but multicellularity itself. Our minds are microbial.
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Adrienne Lee
Change of Heart (변심)
I am attracted to the malleability of steel that allows for fluidity of language. I
speak to the recurrence of movement in my personal history via Purkinje cells of
the cerebellum. I incorporate Hangul, the Korean alphabet, as a tangible gesture
linked to my ethnicity. The inevitable degeneration of our neural structures
sometimes feels akin to an act of betrayal against the beauty of one’s accumulated
life experiences.

video https://tinyurl.com/2hjya35z
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Qi Chen, Wuhan Textile University
Brainwave Project to help patients with disorder of consiousness
The "Brainwave Project to help the patients with Disorders of consciousness state" is
a functional artwork, which received the medical support of from the Army General
Hospital and the technical support of the Institute of Automation of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. In this project, I hope to complete a scientific, professional,
visual and personalized audition auditory stimulation solution to help the people in
the micro-conscious state who are possible to be awakened and to carry out
effective daily rehabilitation training. Using wearable devices to detect real-time
brain waves and generate images helps doctors and families understand the
different brain responses to different audiovisual. Tested in May 2019 at the General
Institute of the Chinese Army.
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Kifayat Ullah, Khan Inspiring Creativity Project
Super Device
Human Brain is the super advanced technology and it is always in search of its creator.
We know little about this technology how it works and how is it connected with its
creator but we can explain its complex nature and programming by inspiring our
research curiosity with science fictions.
My art the "Super Device" is based on a science fiction concept that our human brain is
always connected with its creator and He is updating, upgrading and programming it
with time.
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Kifayat Ullah, Khan Inspiring Creaevity Project
3D Science
My work 3D Science is based on my own understanding and believe about the Human
Brain.
Neuroscienests always considered human brain like other organ but in fact it is a device
and is the special portal to the secret super internet of universe which is
muledimensional.
With "3D Science" I want to inspire the Neuroscience community to consider Human
Brain an advanced technology/device and try to explain its true nature.
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Kifayat Ullah, Khan Inspiring Creativity Project
Human Brain
My work "Human Brain" is based on the concept of Innovation and its process.
The process of Innovation start from Imagination.
Imagination is the gift to humanity from its creator. By imagination we create
and with creativity we innovate.
Imagine Create Innovate is the main concept behind this work.
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Srikirti Kodali
Externalising the Visual Pathways
I am a neurology resident doctor in training and during the pandemic I have been using
my spare time to combine my interest in art and neuroscience to produce a series of
paintings.
This is a painting puzzle depicting the neuroanatomy of the visual pathways with
embedded metaphors.
You can see the pathways eternalised from the zebra's eyes in all its components - optic
nerve, optic chiasm, tract and radiation culminating the visual cortex.
One might ask why a zebra? The visual cortex is often referred to as the striate cortex as
it looks stripy when stained. Hence, the zebra.
Why is the moon placed between the two cortices ? When all the colours come together,
they make white.

video https://tinyurl.com/39xxjzew
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Jerryt Ruiter, Hogeschool van de kunsten Utrecht
Tondo Redux
This work is brought forward by discomfort that I'm feeling, making me spin inside my
head. I wanted to make this feeling physical and let others experience this or any other
discomfort. A feeling which has many faces and is felt by many, predominantly in the
shadows of our society, I wanted to make aware for those who are and also aren't feeling
this gnawing that's inside of us that it's okay but not to be overlooked.
This work is a big disc, 2.40m in diameter, which can be separated for transport and
handling. The shapes portrayed are some 900, 3-dimensional lightning bolts cast with
plaster and glued on by hand. It rotates by hand on a single axis and spins for a little
while before rotating back on its own after which it stops.
I presented this work in a dark room with a directional spotlight that glanced over it in an
acute angle.
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Ing Chee, The University of Adelaide
Microglia activation in Prefrontal Cortex
IBA1 staining revealed microglia activities in Prefrontal Cortex following 6 months
Moderate-Severe Brain Injury.
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Ing Chee, The University of Adelaide
Neuronal extension and growth cone formation
SH-SY5Y Cells differentiation with 10uM Retinoic Acid treatment.
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Ing Chee, The University of Adelaide
Cells differentiation
SH-SY5Y cells differentiation at day 5 of 10uM retinoic acid treatment
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Ing Chee, The University of Adelaide
Neuronal Cell
Cell stained with Tubulin (green); F-Actin (Red) and nucleus (DAPI).
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Srikirti Kodali
Ornamentalising Neuroscience
I am a neurologist in training with an interest in art and culture. My first training rotation
was in the disorders of the autonomic nervous system and neuro-opthalmology at the
National Hospital or Neurology and Neurosurgery in London. It so happened that around
that time I went on holiday to the Jim Corbett tiger reserve in India.
This was my first painting of a series during lockdown that captures both my passions neurology and art. This is a 'sympathetic eye' that is ready to dilate its pupil at the sight
of a tiger. I have ornamentalised the ciliary muscles into this patterned design bringing in
the strength of symmetry as well as playing with a colour palate inspired by a peacock.
One could see the metaphorical reference to a peacock's eye. For those inclined towards
the functioning of the nervous system, the sympathetic nervous system involuntarily
steps in to produce a 'fight or flight' response at the sight of a threat. One of the
consequences is pupillary dilation to allow plenty of light in to form better images of the
visible threat. This is one of our evolutionary gifts of survival.
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Tomoyuki Naito, Osaka University
A woman wearing a shawl
This painting uses a generative adversarial network (GAN) and neuroscience
techniques to visualize a mental image of high aesthetic value to an individual.
A woman wearing a shawl appears to be standing in a meadow.
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Tomoyuki Naito, Osaka University
gargoyle
This abstract work uses a generative adversarial network (GAN) and neuroscience
techniques to visualize a mental image of high aesthetic value to an individual. The
use of very memorable colors shows the richness of this subject's sensitivity. The
monster "gargoyle" that looks down on people from the wall of the cathedral comes
to mind.

video https://tinyurl.com/ha8k3vy4
1

Joanna Hopkins
Connecting, Multimedia Video Installation, 2019
'Connecting' is an abstract, exploratory video installation based on the brain, neurons, and research into Dementia and Alzheimer's.
Footage of both human and mouse brains are overlaid onto each other, and projected onto 22 floating panels of transparent material, the
installation moving with the people that view it. It is an abstract, exploratory video installation into how the brain looks and sounds, and is
designed to be explored, walked into and touched.
The video comprises of footage of neurons connecting and disconnecting in rat embryo cells, cultured in a lab by the artist with the
neuroscientist Dr. Catalina Vallejo during the artists CURAM Art & Science Residency in National University Galway, Ireland in 2015. This is
superimposed onto videos of watercolour drawings, making correlations between organic materials, branches, trees and growth, and how
brain neurons connect and grow. The third layer of video footage of the artist’s own brain recorded in an MRI scanner, and re configured
into flower motifs. As a visual artist, I am interested in how stories and memories are recalled and remembered, how we change, embellish
and create new stories from our memories. Each time you recall a memory, it is not original one - it is more like an artist’s impression of
the last time you recalled it, with new pathways creating an evolving, overlapping loop of new memories. I am intrigued by how the
microscopic images of a brain depicting dementia and Alzheimers resembles organic plant material, visually mimicking the twisting roots
and tangles of plants and trees. Where these tangles lie in the brain, our stories can often become inaccessible or altered. But it is also an
opportunity for a brain with the symptoms of Alzheimers to act like a portal to another world, one where time does not have to be
experienced in a linear format. This installation 'Connecting' celebrates the organic, ever changing memories that form the stories of our
everyday lives. The work is inspired by time the artist spent working with people affected by dementia, during the Artist in a Healthcare
Setting Residency Award 2017 in Dublin, Ireland. The audio has been transposed from individual recordings of an MRI scanner in Trinity
College Dublin. Audios recordings from the machine in both an active and a resting state, have been configured into a new composition by
musician Colm McGowan.
'Connecting' is Site specific video installation designed by XXXX XXXX. It was Commissioned for the British and Irish Neuroscience
Conference 2019, and was designed specifically for the Accenture Gallery in the Science Gallery Dublin, Trinity College Dublin.
www.joannahopkins.com
Special thanks to Dr. Aine Kelly, TCD, Dr. Richard Roche, Maynooth University, Colm McGowan, Andrew Allen, Sojo Joseph, MRI
department, Trinity College, Dr. Catalina Vallejo, NUIG, CURAM, Age & Opportunity, and the Bealtine Festival.
Video filmed by and courtesy of Tadgh Conway at www.tigermedia.ie
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Susanna Monti, National Research Council of Italy
Neurons in a Core-Shell
An upconversion core-shell nanoparticle (NP) is used as an optical transducer to convert
NIR irradiation to visible light for optogenetic stimulation of genetically modified
neuronal cells.
This type of upconversion can deliver excitation signal into deep tissues by resorting to
the NIR penetrating capability. It is also possible to regulate the emission of these types
of NPs by tuning their physical, structural, and chemical compositions. It is here that
computational chemistry comes into play.
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Heidi Walkden, Griffith University
The cerebellum
This image shows a part of the brain called the cerebellum. The cerebellum is
responsible for many functions including balance and coordination. In this microscopic
image, red shows glial cells (S100-beta protein tagged with DsRed) while blue shows
cell nuclei (DAPI stain).
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Heidi Walkden, Griffith University
The trigeminal nerve
This image shows the trigeminal nerve (right side; peripheral nervous system) merging
with the brain stem (left side; central nervous system). The trigeminal nerve extends all
the way from the brain stem to the facial region. It is the largest cranial nerve
responsible for the sensations of touch, pain, and the ability to chew. Red shows glial
cells (S100-beta protein tagged with DsRed) while blue shows cell nuclei (DAPI stain).
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Heidi Walkden, Griffith University
Eye See You
This is a microscopic image of the eye. The outer layer of the eye, the sclera, is
shown in blue while the middle of the eye is shown in pink.
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Daan den Houter
8 hour drawing
Drawing in which I took exactly one hour to draw each individual line. I’ve made 31 of
these drawings, aiming for 365 before the end of my life.
The work is made in the same time it represents, seems easy, is hard. To draw a line of 35
cm in one hour without leaving the paper, keeping the pencil in movement, means you
have to balance on the limit of moving and standing still
Imagine somebody would have one of these drawings in his house, comes back after a
hard day of work to see this drawing and realises that somebody else has been busy for a
whole day with just these 8 lines; this immediately put’s all his work in perspective not
only to himself but towards other people working and the sense of work as well.
(drawing, 60cm x 50cm, 2014)
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Jamie Reilly, Temple University
Hills and Valleys
This image was created by exporting a 2d png file from the 3d ICBM152 template brain
from the Surfice image processing program https://www.nitrc.org/projects/surfice/.
I traced two gryi in semi-opaque colors in Adobe Photoshop, highlighting R0Is on the
original brain. I cropped the original brain and applied an 'Oil Paint' filter followed by
additional manipulations of contrast and hue.
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Jamie Reilly, Temple University
Don't Quit Your Day Job
Watercolor on 300 Lb. Cold Press Paper, Photograph w/ Nikon D810 DSLR 60mm
Lens @ f2.8
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Helen Butler
Cognition
This is a seahorse (hippocampus) made from cracklepaste and cogs and finished with
metallic watercolour paint. I had brain surgery to control my epilepsy back in 2018 and I
made this piece to commemorate my 1 year post surgical cognitive functioning test. I
had my hippocampus (a seahorse shaped part of the brain) and right temporal lobe
removed. I now use my artwork to help others go through the surgery programme.
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Helen Butler
The PET Scan
This is a watercolour painting of the side profile of the brain. It shows some of the
colours detected during a PET scan and activity detected in the brain. I had this scan
while going through the brain surgery testing journey.

video https://tinyurl.com/4a2na847

Usama Ahmad Butt
Arbor Vitae
We wanted to artistically explicate cellular level working of cerebellum by equating
it with the symbolism of TREE OF LIFE (Arbor Vitae), to demonstrate the obvious
connections and similarities between them, starting from hundreds of neural
pathways entering; interacting and then outputting information throughout the
body from the complex interplay among neurons, nucleuses and purkinje cells
inside the cerebellum.
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Doria Nollez
Cell clust
During my eme interning in a neuroscience lab in Dresden, I took the opportunity to take
some photos of my colleagues in the course of their research. This parecular photo is a
collage out three: of a lab member pipefng, a background of a night sky and a moon
made out of HEK cells.
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Doria Nollez
Behind the Scenes of Science 2
During my time as a neuroscience intern, I had the opportunity of capturing my
colleagues in the midst of their research projects. This is a photograph against our
window in the lab, capturing both the sunset and a scientist at work.
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M. Yashwant Saran
The Dog Interface
I have chosen the theme " The Dog Interface" to show the relationship between dogs
and humans. It's a fact that mutual staring between humans and dogs releases oxytocin,
also known as the "Love Hormone" or "Cuddle Hormone". This chemical plays an
important role in bonding and boosts feelings of love and trust. I have drawn the
oxytocin hypothalamic neuron on the top of it's head, which helps produce oxytocin and
I wanted to symbolically represent the interface between the dogs and us. I have drawn
the heart shape on its forehead as my tribute to my late dog - " Cherry", as he has this
heart-shaped patch under his belly. In this busy hustling world, I feel our depression
fades away by just gazing into our dog's eye.
I feel that by playing for just 15 minutes with our dog we can reduce the anxiety levels
and lead a happy life. I wanted to show the significance of Oxytocin in the field of
Neuroscience.
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Antonia Machlouzarides-Shalit
Streams of Consciousness
We spend our lives using our brains to navigate the world. Superimposed onto an
MRI brain image are notable world rivers, drawn precisely by hand, where notable
sulcal valleys exist.
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Camile Bahi, Vrije University
The Inside-out Observer
The view inside the brain of the subject visualizing oneself being one with the
universe during a Meia-meditaeon session.
(We are both inside the subject (1st person) and looking at him as the luminous
jewel-shaped beacon in the universe).
Watercolor, ﬁneliner, PITT arest pen.
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Camile Bahi, Vrije University
Unleash your perceptions
The chichén itzà pyramid represents the physical, material body. The foetus like character
grasping the earth represents the ego grasping on its perceptions that are limited by it’s
senses, what he sees of the world thanks to its human tools of perception. The calice
represents the unlimited nature of the Mind, dissolving it’s illusory perceptions through
an equanimity meditation.
Watercolor, PITT artist pen and fine liner.

video https://tinyurl.com/fvmwfyx9
1

Alexander Leemans, UMC Utrecht
Meandering the mind
White matter fiber pathways of the human brain are shown with different colors
and shapes to highlight the underlying tissue architecture. Similar to tagliatelle,
sheet-like shapes can be observed along the trajectory of these pathways
reflecting the intersections with other white matter tracts. The colors represent
the orientations of the fiber tissue (for instance, red = left-right, green = frontback, blue = up-down). From this type of visualization one can appreciate the
complexity of the brain’s circuitry, not only in terms of its global interconnectivity,
but also with respect to its local geometrical embedding in the surrounding white
matter tissue.
Music: “Art of silence” by Uniq - CC BY 4.0

The action potential love story
An age old love story
told by many; heard by few
isn’t about the vainglory
of an irresistible inamorato whose tale is new.
There she waits,
longing and yearning, patiently
with her father on watch constantly
her effort to make herself happy fails inefficiently.
The craving desire of her man
stands behind the closed gates
waiting for her father to leave as time span
he pleads for the mercy of the fates.
The time has come, as the father leaves
gates open for the man to rush in.
The prima Donna in saudade, excites in joy’s sleeves
a joy so high, but not so long, begin.
As love overshoot, the father comes in.
and the loverboy escapes before the gates closes.
with great sadness she drops her chin
her joy re-polarizes to ashes.
She isn’t normal yet, as she reaches her new low
slowly she regains despite her father at sight
Refracts herself from the serious blow
yet desires deeply, once more, for her man to excite.
-John Wesley Ephraim
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John Wesley Ephraim, Italian Insetute of Technology, University of Genoa
The aceon poteneal love story
This is a short narraeve poetry of aceon poteneal being metaphored to a love
story. The female interest is the neuron, the male lead is Sodium ions and the
father meneoned is the Potassium ions. The story is brieﬂy about the yearning
lover, the passionate inemacy when the lovers meet and the deep emoeonal
melancholic longing as the lover departs.
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Natalia Zdorovtsova
Limits
'Limits' (20"x24", acrylic on canvas) is the newest addition to Natalia Zdorovtsova's
Symbiosis painting series, which deals with the themes of fractal forms in nature,
emergence, fate, and causality. Inspired by the iconic drawings of Santiago Ramón
y Cajal, as well as the Japanese tradition of Kintsugi, this painting features neurons
painted in a brilliant gold hue. This piece represents our epistemological limits as
scientists, especially with regard to the brain and other complex systems. Although
the neurons depicted in this painting get impossibly close to one another, they
never touch. We, too, reach out for inaccessible knowledge. We are surrounded by
complex systems of astonishing intricacy; they occur at every scale of nature. Life is
everywhere, always shifting, always proving us wrong when we try to reduce it
down to its constituent parts. These limits are humbling, and they can also be
beautiful.
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Indre Grazuleviciute-Vileniske, Kaunas University of Technology
Inner-outer world - 1
My linear drawings deal with the theme of human consciousness and the
perception of the inner and outer worlds. I use the neuron-style graphics as a
symbol of neural activities and processes and the eyes as a symbol of perception. I
work at Kaunas University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering as a
researchers and I also engage in some artistic creative activities. I have created
these and more drawings on this topic working together with my colleague
Kastytis Rudokas (Kaunas University of Technology) on the idea “City 2070” on
how cities and human settlements in general will look like in the future, when the
technological-human singularity and the integration of human consciousness,
nature and the machines (AI) will happen.
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Indre Grazuleviciute-Vileniske, Kaunas University of Technology
Inner-outer world - 2
My linear drawings deal with the theme of human consciousness and the perception
of the inner and outer worlds. I use the neuron-style graphics as a symbol of neural
activities and processes and the eyes as a symbol of perception. I work at Kaunas
University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering as a researchers and I also
engage in some artistic creative activities. I have created these and more drawings on
this topic working together with my colleague Kastytis Rudokas (Kaunas University of
Technology) on the idea “City 2070” on how cities and human settlements in general
will look like in the future, when the technological-human singularity and the
integration of human consciousness, nature and the machines (AI) will happen.
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Indre Grazuleviciute-Vileniske, Kaunas University of Technology
Co-creaeon
My linear drawings deal with the theme of human consciousness and the
percepeon of the inner and outer worlds. I use the neuron-style graphics as a
symbol of neural aceviees and processes and the eyes as a symbol of percepeon.
I work at Kaunas University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering as a
researchers and I also engage in some aresec creaeve aceviees. I have created
these and more drawings on this topic working together with my colleague
Kastyes Rudokas (Kaunas University of Technology) on the idea “City 2070” on
how ciees and human seilements in general will look like in the future, when the
technological-human singularity and the integraeon of human consciousness,
nature and the machines (AI) will happen.
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Raph de Haas
Untitled
painting, 65 x 50 cm, oil on panel
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Ronald Boekel
Magic Mushrooms (Acryl on Canvas Board, 40 x 50 cm)
Neuroscience attempts to understand how the nervous system integrates the various stimuli it receives during the course of life.
Neuroscientists perturb the nervous system in order to precisely measure the effect of specific outside alterations. For example,
participants are shown shapes of varying form and colour, while functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measures subtle
changes in the flow of oxygenated blood arriving at specific locations of their visual neocortex. Similarly, philosophy of mind is
the pursuit of knowledge about the mind. It attempts to understand how the mind interacts with and operates on the world.
Philosophers of mind describe mental processes in order to create mental constructs with which to anticipate and sublimate
reliably patterned mental occurrences. For example, theories of mind may be repeatedly integrated and abstracted from in
order to test the reliability of newly created mental constructs in changing environmental conditions.
In both fields, tools are used to measure the effect of certain perturbations, and similarly, a painter uses tools to convey to the
outside world the way in which s/he sees it; a product of the interplay between mind, the nervous system, and the ever
changing and expanding world in which they are embedded. This way in which one sees the world can be strongly perturbed by
psychedelics such as magic mushrooms, depicted in this painting. Without doubt many scientists, philosophers, and artists have
been and will be influenced and inspired, directly or indirectly, by the use of psychedelics such as psilocybin mushrooms.
Psychedelics reveal the relativity of views by dissolving the framework through which observations are made. Art, science and
philosophy do this as well, and provide a window into altered states for those who prefer a less intense experience.
Ronald Boekel (1950) has experimented with different forms of art throughout his life, from photography to drawing and
painting. His art explores the way in which we see reality, and sometimes even tricks observers into seeing things that may not
be there. Recently, Ronald Boekel has started experimenting with acrylic paints. “I find it fascinating to experience how a single
brush stroke turns into an idea or thought, which in turn results in a piece of art, or failure. In that sense, creative endeavors are
like life itself.”
The painting ‘Magic Mushrooms’ was inspired by some of the work Ronald Boekel’s son Wouter has done in the field of
neuroscience. Ronald Boekel would like to thank Wouter Boekel and Laura Boekel for the contributions they’ve made to this
submission.

Video https://tinyurl.com/b9b8z25r
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James Stanis, USC Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute, University of Southern California
Variation in tractography-derived measures in corticospinal tract reconstruction.
This video is part of a project led by Dr. Farshid Sepehrband of the USC Mark and Mary Stevens Neuroimaging
and Informatics Institute (INI). Students in the institute’s Master of Science in Neuroimaging and Informatics
program’s Class of 2020 completed the project, which was accepted to OHBM 2020, the annual meeting of the
Organization for Human Brain Mapping.
The goal was to assess the effect of rater's manual choices on derived tractography, focusing on the
corticospinal tract. Students were asked to draw the start point of the tractography (known as the seed point)
and perform the tractography using a standardized algorithm. Then, they were asked to draw inclusion and
exclusion masks to obtain a tract that best matched the neuroanatomical definition of the corticospinal tract.
This video highlights the effect of these manual choices on the final tract.
The bundle coloring signifies directionality, with left-right fibers labeled red, front-back fibers labeled green,
and vertically oriented fibers labeled blue.
Diffusion MRI is a powerful tool for mapping the microstructure and connectivity of the human brain. It entails
the combination of MRI scanning with time-varying magnetic field gradients to characterize spatial patterns of
water molecule diffusion, which are reflected by signal attenuation due to phase dispersion in the gradient
direction. Given the image data from the scanner, computational techniques can be used to model or
summarize the diffusion signals to obtain image parameter maps that reflect underlying tissue microstructure
properties. Beyond these quantitative maps, we can also use diffusion MRI tractography to explore the largescale organization of the brain. Tractography uses diffusion MRI estimates of fiber orientations to reconstruct
geometric models of the large-scale groupings of axons, known as fiber bundles, that connect cortical and
subcortical brain areas.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
Cognition I
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as a
vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments, my
work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense' and
one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a link
between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of how
the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of the
experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness. Limited
computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of interoception remains
enactive.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
The 8th Sense
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as a
vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments, my
work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense' and
one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a link
between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of how
the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of the
experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness. Limited
computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of interoception remains
enactive.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
Cognition II
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as
a vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments,
my work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense'
and one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a
link between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of
how the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of
the experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness.
Limited computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of
interoception remains enactive.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
Cognition III
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as
a vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments,
my work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense'
and one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a
link between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of
how the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of
the experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness.
Limited computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of
interoception remains enactive.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
Cognition IX
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as
a vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments,
my work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense'
and one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a
link between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of
how the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of
the experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness.
Limited computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of
interoception remains enactive.
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Yas Crawford, Royal Photographic Society
Reflection
I work in what I call 'The Grey Space' between art and science. The landscape acts as
a vessel to position the science, the abstraction leaving space for ambiguity and the
unknown. Using digital, analogue photography, video and cameraless experiments,
my work has naturally developed in a fine art form.
The series of Images submitted belong to the series 'The 8th Sense'. 'The 8th Sense'
and one aspect of my investigation looks at neurological Interoception in Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (M.E) patients. Interoception is considered to be The 8th Sense, a
link between bodily sensation and emotional reactions. In recent decades the idea of
how the body processes information and bodily sensations has created the idea of
the experienced phenomenologically lived body as the basis of consciousness.
Limited computational and cognitive theories suggests that the study of
interoception remains enactive.
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Daniela Schwarz, University of Oldenburg
Purplekinje Cells
The present work of art made with watercolors shows Purkinje Cells. The inspiration
came from the first class I took as a master's student in Neuroscience.
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Victoria Bieschke
Correla0on
This work created as a rendering of a full scale design for The New School for Social
Research lobby space proposed during within coursework taken at The New School for
Social Research in Design has transformed as Neuroscience has taken a forefront to
design at this 0me. Studying Health Promo0on at University of Wisconsin, Steven's Point
then Applied Physiology at Teachers College, Columbia University and being exposed to
coursework in behavior science, neuroscience, neurorehabilita0on, research seminar and
research design along. Reading studies in the sciences it became clear that much of what
we know is of what exists and of varying perspec0ves brought about by the way we view
what it is that we are looking at. These perspec0ves can present from technological
development or clear descrip0on of epistemology increasing the acuity in which we can
discern informa0on being presented. Here in this pieces we see the image of a structure
as it is, providing informa0on in varying perspec0ve. The acknowledgement of
correla0on and this accuracy being the product of perspec0ve.

Audio https://tinyurl.com/j2b5d8sn
1

Aiste Laisve Virsulyte, Lithuanian Interdisciplinary Artist’s Association
Medmachine for Biomass. Cost. Teardrops., 2020
The soundartwork is a part of the project “C.O.T.S. (un-bio-hack-me)”. It is the
creation of research-based works and activism. The art science project
“C.O.T.S.“(2016-present) is a long-term study, communication of its results and
artistic interpretation. The project is available on my website: virsulyte.com/c-o-t-s/,
password: Shadow Control.
Audio was created by using the principle of suggestion - repetition. It’s about
present-future social problems: people suffering from criminals, who have mastered
innovative technologies and performs illegal clinical experiments at home
conditions – implantation of biomimetic, flexible and wireless neural electronics.
Together with audio I use stickers on which is inscrippted: “This is the SECRET”, ”the
SECRET or the INFORMED SOCIETY?”, “IT was the secret”, “..”(sign of two
electrodes).
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Ivan Mestres, Center for Regenerative Therapies Dresden (CRTD)
Developmental disorder
This piece explores the tie between brain developmental programs and the structural
nature of the tissue. Both can be seen as blocks or puzzle pieces that even though
might fit with other blocks, they often appear temporarily or spatially inverted. Such
anatomical alterations are observed upon mutations of key genetic regulators and are
hallmarks of brain disorders, including: Lissencephaly, Microcephaly, and Cortical
heterotopia.
Coronal section of a new-born mouse brain. Immunofluorenscence labelling. SARA,
cortical layers 5 and 6 (green). β-III tubulin, neurons (magenta). DAPI, cell nuclei (light
blue). For the composite, the microscope image was digitally cut and rearranged. No
pixel was missed in the process. The right hemisphere was left untouched as a
reference of a healthy brain.
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Rachel Doser, Colorado State University
Scintillating Circuitry
At a cellular level, the cells in your brain are rapidly communicating through
electrical signals. Each neuron must combine and process the input it receives
from other cells in order to decide what information it will carry on to
subsequent cells.
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Anushka, Arijit, Neelarghya Banerjee, Bhattacharya, Ghatak
Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology
Keep your brain jovial with music
Ever thought that why we love music so much ..? Why our brain enjoy playing or
listening to music??? Because music is something which understand us in every
moment of our life and also no one can understand music better than our Brain .
In this presentation we have picturized a sweet conversation between two best
friends, brain and music. Where we have also described the effect of music on human
brain and mood in a simpler way.
We hope that this pictorial presentation will create a smile on everyone’s face and the
next time when they will play or listen to a music they can imagine this conversation
and will smile again.
So play or listen to music, stay musical & stay happy .
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Video https://tinyurl.com/4c8uh52u

Ilse Leenders
Wandering Flock - Experience and Film
BIO
Ilse Leenders (Leiden NL, 1979) holds a B.A. Fine Art Photography (2001) from the The Royal Academy of Art (KABK) The Hague and a
M.ed. Master Education in Arts (2017) from Piet Zwart Institute Rotterdam, NL. My work originates from historical and cultural research
with focus on Eastern philosophies. I interfere in land- or cityscapes and use (artificial) nature as a ‘stage’ to construct a (theatre-like)
contemporary story with elements from the past and present. Thus a composed interplay between imagination and reality arises that I
captured in staged photographs, films or performance 'experiences'.
"Rikyu (Zen- and Tea Master 1522 –1591) teaches that wild flowers growing in nature are truly beautiful and precious, but that the
flowers for Tea are meaningful only when their individual beauty and the preciousness of their life is successfully captured and
expressed in an arrangement". As in Ikebana - Japanese flower arrangement-, I create a detailed staged scene in which man,
surrounding and object are carefully balanced and connected. With the Wandering Flock this balance is created by the participants
together.
WANDERING FLOCK
With the Wandering Flock I have developed an 'experience' inspired by the flocking of birds, where a collective movement arises in a
group of participants that communicate together in a non-verbal way.
The goal of the Wandering Flock is to conduct a moment of collective flow, whereas the moment in-between is as important and
valuable, since personal awareness about one’s inner bodily senses arises when personal discomfort is recognized. The Wandering Flock
is important in our society alongside doing and thinking, it allows us to get awareness of our senses, supporting us to become
independent and -most importantly- connected individuals simultaneously.
The work is –like my earlier works- embedded in Japanese culture and arts; embodied awareness like taiken and ki ken tai ichi practiced
in Japanese Martial Arts are for example inspirational sources for the work.
The Wandering Flock is an experience; the audience is not merely a spectator but an actor within the artwork ‘its role is to reveal,
communicate and encourage debate’ in a bodily, mental and sensible level. Each individual can take the position of leader and change
the direction or speed of the group without the use of words or other ‘keys’. The experience aims for a more inclusive way of perceiving
the world there where a coherent connection between body and mind is present, while acting in a collective.
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Jord Vink, University Medical Center Utrecht and Utrecht University
Sculpting Neural Networks
The artwork depicts the artist who sculpts the motor network of his own brain. The
artwork is inspired by advances in neurorehabilitation of motor function after stroke.
Most stroke patients suffer from impairment in motor function. Neurorehabilitative
therapies, like physical therapy, focus on regaining lost function. Several studies have
shown that motor recovery takes place through reorganization of the motor network.
More recently, novel brain stimulation techniques have shown promising results in
facilitating motor recovery by stimulating this process. The process of sculpting the brain
is dualistic as it represents therapy (sculpting is a good way to train fine motor skills), as
well as reorganization of the motor area in the brain (represented by sculpting of the
motor area in the brain itself).
The brain in the artwork is based on a segmentation of the brain surface derived from a
T1-weighted anatomical MRI scan of the artist.
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Swip Draijer, University of Amsterdam
Neural stem cells in vitro
This is a picture of neural stem cells isolated from the adult hippocampus and grown in
culture. Neural stem cells have the tremendous poten0al to form all types of brain cells in
the developing brain but also in the adult brain. The new neurons formed in the adult
hippocampus have important roles in learning and forming new memories. Neural stem cells
are formed during early brain development in the foetus but persist throughout life and can
s0ll make new neurons in 80-year old humans. To survive that long, neural stem cells mostly
exist in a dormant state and only start dividing when the right cues are there.
Studying these cell cycle dynamics is important but tricky since it requires post-mortem
human brain slices or brains from mice and rats. This is not ideal to examine what happens
in real-0me and means the sacriﬁce of many rodents. However, it is now possible to isolate
these cells from the hippocampus only once and grow them in culture for long periods. This
allows researchers to directly study the cell cycle in neural stem cells and minimizes the
need for laboratory animals. Here, you see the cell nuclei in blue, all dividing cells in green
and cells in a speciﬁc phase of the cell cycle in red. This creates a beau0ful mosaic and
provides a fascina0ng insight into the brain without having to open one.
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Sandrine Gille Gaouenn
Brain's eye (1)
I am 47 and I live with Asperger's.
I love neurosciences, music, and started to paint my perceptions with synesthesia.
(I am a French author, and I belong to an artists company , called "harmonie
autiste" ; we all have autism and we do interventions about arts and autism Thank
you.)
40 cm/60 cm acrylic and color pens.
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Sandrine Gille
Brains eyes, human and animal (2 )
I am 47, I am a French artist (not professional but I do interventions with a
company about arts and autism.) and have Asperger's. I love neurosciences,
music and I recently started to paint my perceptions with synesthesia.
Thank you.
50cm/50 cm painting acrylic and pens.
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Daheem Nusrat
Workings of human brain.
My painting is an illustration of how human brain works to make us perceive the
world how we do. This world is nothing but a hologram produced by our brain by
synchronisation of our six senses, audio, visual, smell, taste, touch and sixth
sense ( the sense which helps us dream) the creative sense. The complexity of
our brain is proportional to the complexity of the universe.
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Carlos Barcia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Glial network in human brain cortex [Cells on Canvas Collec0on]
Glial network in the human cortex. Interlaminar astrocytes (yellow) are immunestained with GFAP an0bodies. Microglia (blue) are evidenced with Iba-1 an0bodies.
DAPI (red) was used as counterstaining.
Microscope: Zeiss LSM 700 Confocal Microscope, Microscopy Unit at the Ins0tut de
Neurociències
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Kafu Yano
Progressive form
Breathing is an important life activity for us to live. Of course, animals and plants are also breathing.
It has never rested since we were born, whether we are awake or asleep.
Good breathing brings about good changes in our body, brain and mind, and leads to good health.
I wrote down 2020 with ink, which made us feel stuffy and difficult to live.
I imagined that the anguish and thoughts at that time were like this in my brain.
My daily life changed, I lost my job, and the outside world I saw from inside the house felt like I was trapped.
We may have been given the opportunity to appreciate nature again.
I imagined the state of Noh cells thinking about such a thing and wrote letters
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Jayakrishnan Nair
Neuroscience- An aesthetic approach
The painting illustrates a human controlling his brain from a neuroscience standpoint. It is
showcased by a musician playing the guitar, represented in the form of a Multipolar Neuron, and
the musical notes depict the Neurotransmitters portraying the positive thoughts controlling the
brain. The Neurotransmitters roving towards the brain communicates with the other neurons
and reveals the process of a Synapse.
The dark backdrop renders depression and the bluish glow of the painting illustrates the stillness
of the mind.
The orientation of the complex DNA is the illustration of the complex life that can easily orient
with a calm mind with an ever-flowing stream of optimistic thoughts. DNA- The molecule of life,
is shown here to be originating from the toe and reunites back to the neuron; thus forming the
strings of the guitar. It's a representation of the existence and significance of DNA in our body
right from the top to bottom, defining our existence!!!
DNA and Neuroscience are the two most vital factors that enable us to enjoy the glow of our life.
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Denise Kehoe
Neurotic is the new erotic
Research from the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona suggests that people with pathological
personality types, such as those considered neurotic, had more mates and even more
children than average, suggesting that such traits are not being weeded out by natural
selection and actually may provide an evolutionary advantage. This work asks us to
embrace our neuroses and challenges us to accept our imperfect selves.
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Denise Kehoe
Sheep
In the social media age, we see other people living out our dreams on a daily basis.
'Sheep' suggests we are increasingly living vicariously through the screen. Numerous
studies have shown strong links between heavy social media and an increased risk for
depression and other mental health problems. Social media is having a detrimental
eﬀect on our mental health leaving us feeling like failures and unable to live up to other
people’s on screen ﬁltered reali0es. This work encourages the viewer to acknowledge
the constructed and ﬁltered reality behind the screen and to be mindful in our online
consump0on
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Denise Kehoe
You can't polish a turd
Emotional repression can be thought of as a defense mechanism, where people
defend themselves from the negatives and focus instead on the positive aspects of
who they are (Garssen, 2007). 'You can’t polish a turd' is a humorous look at the
dangers of repressing our feelings. If we bury them, they come up in unwanted
ways. It might seem like a good idea but little demons become monsters over time.

Video https://tinyurl.com/3semfhyy
1

Denise Kehoe
Stomping on Eggshells
This work explores the Human condition, failure and everyday frustration. The
expression walking on eggshells relates to being careful of other people's feelings.
This piece explores the opposite, what happens when we stomp on eggshells?

Video https://tinyurl.com/yeutk8n8
1

Shru0 Desai
The Enlightened Brain
The Enlightened Brain is 6th in a series of pain0ngs dedicated to mental health. This
novel video showcases oil on canvas art piece. 'The human essence' (the central
character of the series) ﬁnds itself tangled up with internal and external stresses,
only to ﬁnd peace in the most unexpected of all places.
Last year has seen a spike in number of people struggling with numerous mental
health issues, due to isola0on; the silver lining might be an opportunity in disguise,
an auempt to look inwards.
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Alice Neimantaite, University of Gothenburg
Abstract brain's abstractions
I am an artist, engineer and researcher. And with this painting and text I want to show how abstract art,
neuroscience, and math can all meet and form new perspectives.
" Your interpretation, your background, your biology.
Your brain interpreting this abstract painting. Your brain interpreting my brain, my words. The road from perception
to cognition. Travelling along your neurons.
For a nature lover the painting could be a forest on a rainy day - the squares are to be raindrops in this mind. An
anatomist could be captured by the apparent gyri of the brain. For this mind there is also the cerebellum below,
while another sees a tree laying on the side. A neurobiologist could see neural columns and neurons going through.
A Purkinje neuron.
The abstract columns, look at them one by one. The abstract colour shapes. The yellow shape in the red - one might
see a grumpy monkey from the side, with a fancy hat. Every column can show a detail of the world, open for your
interpretation. As how neural columns could represent a part of the world in your mind.
A neuron, a neural column, a gyrus, a lobe, the brain. And all in-between. The beauty of all the brain’s abstraction
levels and how they intertwine. The nature’s fractals, how the patterns are repeated in the changing of scale. In the
brain, in a tree.”
Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 90 cm H x 70 cm W

Video https://tinyurl.com/7ayx5xv4
1

Geinene Carson
“Flares in Fog”
Collaborative multimedia work based on original painting by Geinene Carson
Animation by Mat Carson (Canada)
Original Music Composition by Geoff Logan (USA)
Many relate to experiencing “foggy brain” on occasion, but those suffering with chronic
neurological and mental health conditions are often sending flares for rescue through a
haze of uncertainty and isolation. What does it take to dispel the fog and restore the
right channels for processing and living? We must invoke hopeful, harmonious rhythms
that not only efficiently function, but persevere towards one’s thriving.

Video https://tinyurl.com/yu67xn6c
1

James Stanis, Keck School of Medicine of University of Southern California
3D 7T Perfusion fMRI
In this study, we introduced a novel zoomed 3D pseudo-con0nuous ASL (pCASL) technique at 7T with
high spa0al resolu0on (1-mm isotropic) and sensi0vity to characterize layer-dependent res0ng and
task ac0va0on induced perfusion ac0vity in the human motor cortex. For the ﬁrst 0me, mul0-delay
pCASL was applied to measure varia0ons of arterial transit 0me (ATT) and res0ng state CBF across
cor0cal layers, illustra0ng the dynamics of labeled blood ﬂowing from pial arteries, arterioles to
downstream microvasculature in the middle layers of cerebral cortex. Zoomed pCASL at the op0mal
post-labeling delay was then applied on the motor cortex for detec0ng and quan0fying the layerdependent ac0vity of M1 during ﬁnger tapping and ﬁnger brushing. Our results showed the two
motor tasks, which consisted of unilateral ﬁnger tapping (FT, sequen0al, frequency of ∼2 Hz) and
ﬁnger brushing (FB, ∼2Hz) of the dominant hand. The two motor tasks elicited diﬀerent laminardependent ac0va0on pauerns. Strong and medium CBF increases evoked by the FT and FB tasks can
be observed along M1 respec0vely. FT induced CBF changes show clearly two peaks in deep and
superﬁcial layers respec0vely, consistent with the hypothesis that FT engages neural ac0vity of both
somatosensory and premotor input in the superﬁcial layers and motor output in the deep layers. FBinduced CBF increase was much smaller averaged cross cor0cal layers compared to that of the FT
task. The perfusion response mainly peaked in superﬁcial layers, consistent with the hypothesis that
FB primarily engages somatosensory input and minimal motor output. These results demonstrate the
high spa0al speciﬁcity of ASL, capable of resolving and further quan0fying layer-dependent input and
output ac0vity in human M1.

Video https://tinyurl.com/bcn65229
1

Emery Vanderburgh, McGill University and Concordia University
Depression In Translation
Artist Statement:
Stigma surrounding mental illness persists because the person suffering is often blamed for experiencing symptoms outside of their
control.
Our installation aims to visually represent the epigenetic and environmental factors that contribute to someone’s predisposition to
depression and suicide such as early life adversity (ELA), and how these traumatic experiences epigenetically regulate how genes are
transcribed and translated. Thereby, the work will illustrate the complex web of factors that lead to, and make up the nuanced etiology of
depression and risk of suicide. The use of constructed garments and thread motifs in this work illustrates the process of translation as a
molecular loom, and the varying biological factors that contribute to the ‘makeup’ of depression and suicide. The audio-visual elements
additionally represent the environmental factors such as early life adversity, which epigenetically alter risk-gene activity, and contribute to
the ‘whole picture’ of the etiology of depression and suicide.
Each garment is created to impose deliberate restrictions on the person wearing them. All at once creating a sense of weight, tension,
liberation and lightness. The dress that is revealed beneath the coat as well as the duality in the facial expression of the mask show the
contrast between depression and resilience outcomes in people with the same risk genes but different experiences with early life
adversity and epigenetic regulation.
A simple beaded headpiece was constructed to represent dopamine downregulation in depression, as the branches reflect the dopamine
side groups, and the dangling pearl section a degradation of the benzene structure. Other elements, such as the addition of embroidery
and video effects, portray factors like the neurotransmitters involved in depression, and the distortions to stress regulatory systems due to
early life diversity.
The video animations were also created to enhance this feeling of cyclical duality through the use of layering, repetition and contrast.
Thus each element of the piece is considered in relation to how the depressive and resilient genes affect the person experiencing
depression.
…continued on next slide

Emery Vanderburgh, McGill University and Concordia University
Depression In Translation
…continued from previous slide
Project Description:
This work was created in the context of Convergence: sci-comm/art graduate-level program from Concordia University (Montreal,
Canada). Open to both art and science students, Convergence aims to facilitate broader science education and interest through the
medium of the visual arts. This work was constructed for the final term project: a fully collaborative effort between artists and a scientist to
convey the scientist’s research as an art piece. Artists Indigo Danielson and XXXX XXXX partnered with genetics researcher Amanda Brown
to create a work that encapsulates and educates about her work on the epigenetics of depression and suicide.
Aim
To demonstrate the complex multi-factorial network of factors (environmental and molecular) that contribute to the epigenetic basis of
depression and suicide. We aim to visual how early-life adversity (ELA) (such as child abuse) can profoundly impact how genes can be unadaptively activated or inactivated with respect to depression/suicide, and how the translation process may be affected in these cases. By
doing so, we hope to demonstrate how complex and pervasive the biological effects of childhood maltreatment are, and how different
environmental factors can dramatically alter an individual’s molecular output/phenotype/health status. This work has potentially
important social ramifications, as it communicates scientific findings that support the message that mental health issues like depression
are not matters of personal responsibility, and that traumas like childhood maltreatment cannot just be “gotten over” even on the
fundamental biological level.
Scientific Rationale
This piece is inspired by Amanda’s research on the epigenetic relationship between early-life adversity and depression/suicide undertaking.
As well, it puts focus on the importance of the translation step of the central dogma in determining which differentially transcribed genes
are actually synthesized into proteins, and therefore contribute to the depression and suicide phenotypes.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), depression is currently the leading cause of global disability, with over 300 million
people affected worldwide (1). Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is characterized by depressed mood and anhedonia, as well as secondary
symptoms of appetite or weight changes, insomnia or hypersomnia, psychomotor agitation or retardation, fatigue, deficits in cognition and
concentration, feelings of worthlessness, excessive guilt, and suicidality (2). The relationship between depression and suicidality is of
particular interest to global health, considering that approximately 60% of suicides occur in individuals with a diagnosis of MDD (3).
…continued on next slide

Emery Vanderburgh, McGill University and Concordia University
Depression In Translation
…continued from previous slide
One of the leading factors associated with both MDD and suicide is early-life adversity (ELA), which includes childhood sexual, physical, and
emotional abuse, as well as neglect. ELA has also been studied in association with epigenetic alterations: heritable changes that do not
affect the genome, yet still result in changes to gene expression- which can include DNA methylation, chromatin accessibility changes, and
other alterations to gene expression. There is ample evidence that exposure to ELA can trigger sustained epigenetic alterations in certain
genes related to stress and emotional regulation, that likely contribute to the MDD/suicide phenotype in adulthood(4). Gene expression,
which refers to the process by which DNA base pair sequences are converted into functional gene products, begins with transcription.
During transcription, particular sequences from the genome are copied into RNA (notably into mRNA for coding sequences that will produce
protein products), the sum of which can be referred to as the transcriptome. When the transcriptome is altered via epigenetic regulation,
we can describe the changes in genes present as “differentially expressed” (5). Following transcription, coding mRNAs undergo the process
of translation, whereby they are bound by ribosomes. In the ribosome, transfer RNAs or “tRNAs” with attached amino acids are recruited to
the codons (or 3 nucleotide sequences) of the mRNA that match the codons at the bottom of the tRNA structure. Different codons
correspond to different amino acids, and in this way, the translation machinery “reads” the mRNA to identify which amino acids to build the
protein sequences with. The amino acids attached to the tRNAs link together to form amino acid chains as the tRNAs enter and then leave
the ribosome after transferring their amino acid to the forming protein chain. This is how complex proteins that make up every tissue in the
body are eventually formed(6). This is all of particular interest within the context of the ELA/MDD/suicide pathway as epigenetic changessuch as DNA methylation and differential gene expression- have already been demonstrated in the brain (particularly in the frontal cortex,
Anterior Cingulate Cortex, and Amygdala, and Habenula) of individuals who experienced ELA and later were diagnosed with MDD and died
by suicide, compared to non-ELA MDD/suicides and controls, but differential expression of tRNA genes and translational regulation have not
(5). This represents an unexplored but crucial piece of the framework that I investigate in my research. Specifically, this project aims to use a
methodology called 4-leaf clover qPCR (a specialized form of quantitative PCR) to validate tRNA differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) of individuals with MDD who died of suicide. In general, qPCR works by attaching fluorescent probes to
specific DNA or RNA sequences (that have been converted to DNA via library construction), amplifying them via qPCR, and then quantifying
the number of reads that correspond to each probe (7). By doing so, the researcher is hoping to identify any tRNA DEGs that reflect altered
levels of translation in MDD/suicide, in ways that influence the MDD/suicide phenotype. One such hypothesis, is that initiator methionine
tRNAs- which always begin the translation process- will be dysregulated in MDD/suicides compared to controls in ways that indicate altered
protein synthesis at the synapses in neurons (a phenomenon already observed in MDD in another piece of the translation machineryMTORC1) (6). In this way- it can be demonstrated that ELA, transcription, and translation all play crucial roles in the development of
depression and in conferring risk for suicide.
…continued on next slide

Emery Vanderburgh, McGill University and Concordia University
Depression In Translation
…continued from previous slide
Conclusion
The installation represents the interplay of the two main focuses of Amanda’s research: environment (ELA) and biology (genetics,
transcription, translation) through the lens of epigenetics. By incorporating both physical and symbolic representations of tRNA, ELA,
transcription, translation, depression, and resilience, we will offer a holistic vision of what her work means. By translating the ELA-to
transcription-to translation-to depression pathway into a tangible structure (like a loom where the input is dependent on the
environmental conditions) we aim to effectively convey through allegory how the protein synthesis machinery is crucial in producing
different mental health “results” in ways that can resonate with audiences that may not have formal training in molecular biology. By
integrating the effect that environmental factors like ELA have on the “working” or “end product” of this loom, we hope to demonstrate to
a wide audience just how pervasive the effect of trauma is on not just the psychology but also biology of individuals who experience
depression or die by suicide. By utilizing the different senses of theatre/installation works (lighting, set and costuming, ambient sound,
performance) this message should be conveyed with visceral sensory and emotional impact, but will hopefully also make the topic more
accessible and approachable for wider discussion. It is our greater aim with this work to destigmatize discussion around suicide and
depression by visually dispelling the myth that its development or treatment comes down to factors like personal responsibility.
(2021), single channel video, 1920x1080p created by Amanda Brown, Indigo Danielson and Emery Vanderburgh
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Andrew Werth
Explanatory Gaps
To design this pain0ng, I started with a very schema0c drawing of a synapse: two ﬁlled-in
rectangles separated by a 0ny space. Then, on a computer, I simulated the reac0ondiﬀusion process ﬁrst proposed by Bri0sh mathema0cian Alan Turing as the source of
morphogenesis un0l the resul0ng "Turing Pauern" reached an appealing brain-like
shape. Once this pauern was designed, it served as the star0ng point for the acrylic
pain0ng on canvas, "Explanatory Gaps", referring to the concept in Philosophy of Mind
where our detailed knowledge of the mind does not yet provide a full accoun0ng of
subjec0ve experience. The pain0ng consists of thousands of hand-painted marks of color
in two contras0ng gradients, adding a sense of depth and the illusion of inner
illumina0on.
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Mónica Sánchez Barboza
Neurons the basic functional unit
I was always mesmerized by the thought that in our brains the images are decompose
into different elements to be store in different regions of the brain. And for me is more
surprising, not knowing how everything is stitched back together in memories. Memories
that change but form us. Memories that built our personalities and stories. Everything
happens right there, in the neurons, the basic functional unit of the nervous system, but
also, of us, of our thoughts, emotions, personality and story. These work tries to capture
that magical and mysterious decomposing and recomposing of memories in an abstract
way, combining scientific illustration of neurons, collage of old photos, paint and threads.
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Bo Yeon Lee, Ewha Womans University
Control - in the fist of your brain
The first inspiration came from the cortical homunculus map. The map looked like you
could express almost every part of the human body on the surface of the brain. At first, I
considered drawing a man stuck on the surface of the brain, chained and unable to get
free. But then this image came into thought, a man being lifeless like a puppet and being
controlled by the brain. Both ideas have the thought of humans being restrained by the
brain because that's what I believe: we are mere puppets being controlled by our brains.
When we feel hungry, we can't help eating or when we don't get sleep enough, it's hard
to stay awake. Besides these basic needs, we desire and want things which become the
motivation for working hard, or we easily feel stressed and depressed in hard situations. I
think the commonalities that humans have are what the brains want. They're feeling the
world with our five senses and controlling us in different ways, through hormones or
neurotransmitters, feedback mechanisms. They're like the control tower!
The reason I put 'fist' in the title is because the brain looks like a fist or a gloved hand and
it fits perfectly as an indicator for a commander that controls everything.

1

Liesbeth Voorbraeck
The Imagination Network
I was inspired by the networks in the human brain involved in creative thinking.
During my studies in biomedical neurosciences, I use my brain a lot for abstract
thinking. However, it is just as important to give our brain the chance to wander off
and come back with creative solutions for difficult problems.

1

video https://vimeo.com/548051744/44db1c25ae

Jeffrey Peyton
Play Language: Applying the Science of Play in Communication
The science of Play, applied as a mass communication utility, has the power to erase a
constellation of old-school impediments to learning, from boredom to bad teaching.
Play is critical to human intelligence and well being, yet is largely absent from children's
lives inside the four walls of their classrooms. Through the use of paper, art and play,
this unique application of brain science achieves the practical, direct channeling of play
energy into communication, and the potential unleashing of that energy throughout
the learning culture. An ambitious citizen-science project is planned for launch this fall
to measure the impact of Play in learning spaces worldwide.

1

Julia Kuhl, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
thought/line #2
This image (drawn with stylus on a tablet) is part of a series attempting to
visualise what thinking feels like.

1

Julia Kuhl, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
thought/line #2
This image (drawn with stylus on a tablet) is part of a series attempting to
visualise what thinking feels like.

1

Julia Kuhl, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
thought/line #3
This image (drawn with stylus on a tablet) is part of a series attempting to
visualise what thinking feels like.

1

Julia Kuhl, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
thought/line #4
This image (drawn with stylus on a tablet) is part of a series attempting to
visualise what thinking feels like.

Video https://tinyurl.com/vbyvmxwt
1

Fernanda Pérez-Gay Juárez, McGill University
Interocepción

"Interocepción" (interoception) is the result of transdisciplinary collaborative work between postdoctoral researcher
Fernanda Pérez-Gay and three independent artists: Creative producer Edgar Osorio, illustrator and graphic designer
Amaya Hernández and dancer and choreographer Raquel Bastazin, with music by Beto Villares. We believe that art is a
powerful vehicle to transmit scientific concepts. Through music, dance and videography and animation, this multimedia
art-piece aims to raise the public's awareness on interoception, a lesser-known sense which is nonetheless relevant to
identify our emotional states, leading to better decision making and reinforcing our sense of self. In parallel, this video
aims to highlight the benefits of dance, inspired by the work of Christensen, Gaigg and Calvo-Merino, 2018, which
suggests that dance training may make us more conscious of our body signals. Through this neuroscience inspired art
piece, we invite the public to better connect to their inner states through dance and movement. The video is meant to
be accompanied by the following text when shared online (both the video and the text are available in three languages:
Spanish, English and French):
EN:
"Perceiving is not just about receiving information from the outside world.
Our brain also receives signals from our internal organs:
Guts and heart, visceral and hormonal reactions.
Our body speaks.
Listen. Dance. Perceive your inner world.
#interoception"

**This work has been made possible by ONoart, a Quebec-based project that aims to showcase different forms of
artistic expression created by the Latin-American community in Montreal.
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Paula Angus, St John’s School
Staying Connected
This is an embroidered artistic representation of the Brain Connectome rendered in
single strand cotton thread, using short and long stitches, on black linen. The stitching
was a meditative process that allowed me to calm my mind, while teaching
Neuroscience to high school seniors, during this pandemic school year.

Video https://tinyurl.com/evrrhjuw
1

Lucila Capurro
My Greatest Artwork
This piece is a representation of my greatest artwork, my brain. Artwork which I shape
and color every day with my studies and experiences. An authentic and unique creation
like no other. Its luminosity is a depiction of an active brain, interested in science as well
as creative.
Handcrafted 3D desk lamp made from silver and red wire.

1

Lucila Capurro
Colored White Matter
This artwork was inspired in the modeling technique of tractography used in
neuroscience to represent nerve tracts using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
computer-based diffusion MRI.
This piece depicts a bidimensional tractogram handmade from colored sewing
threads.

1

Sucheta Saha, Institute of Neurosciences Kolkata
Neurocare in COVID-19 Pandemic
This cartoon illustration depicts the earnest efforts of the Neurorehabilitation physicians
to protect the Neuron from the damage by COVID-19, as we all know that COVID-19 has
immense potential to cause neuronal affection. Neurorehabilitation, on the other hand is
competent enough to combat the neurological impairment. Here in this picture we can
see the healing hands of Neurorehabilitation guarding the Neuron from the COVID-19.

Video https://tinyurl.com/esy46amc
1

Danial Arabali
Color Metamorphosis of "Nervinspire_095”
This project is the con`nua`on of my previous and ongoing project, "NeuroArt", in which I express
the inspira`on I had from neuronal connec`ons. During my PhD in cogni`ve neuroscience I was
astonished by the beauty of the rich visualiza`ons of cell cultures captured by modern imaging
methods (although it was not part of my research). That source of inspira`on moved my ar`s`c self
to re-visualize those images using diﬀerent pain`ng techniques, but not exclusively in a realis`c way.
Instead, in my "NeuroArt" pain`ng series I portray my subconscious understanding of neuronal
communica`ons using expressive and abstrac`ve color as well as geometrical composi`ons.
My new series of Artworks emerged by my drive to visualize the inherent dynamics in biological
systems such as brain. The con`nuous changes in the states (of the mind and/or the body). In a
simpliﬁed way, I show this dynamic by the metamorphosis of color composi`on I chose for the state
zero (the pain`ng). That by itself represents the state of the mind of the creator (ar`st) which would
be a metaphor for a composi`on in any biological state per se. By applying a `me-dependent image
processing code on the created image (digital) I illustrate a ﬂow of changing states. In another word,
in each moment, a new color composi`on or a new neuronal state (of mind) emerges and this
inherent part of the life.
Digital artwork aeer the pain`ng "Nervinspire_095" (Mixed Media on Fabriano Paper 50*70 cm)

Video https://tinyurl.com/h8h2b2t2
1

Danial Arabali
Color Metamorphosis of "Nervinspire_097”
This project is the continuation of my previous and ongoing project, "NeuroArt", in which I express
the inspiration I had from neuronal connections. During my PhD in cognitive neuroscience I was
astonished by the beauty of the rich visualizations of cell cultures captured by modern imaging
metheds (although it was not part of my research). That source of inspiration moved my artistic self
to re-visualize those images using different painting techniques, but not exclusively in a realistic
way. Instead, in my "NeuroArt" painting series I portray my subconscious understanding of neuronal
communications using expressive and abstractive color as well as geometrical compositions.
My new series of Artworks emerged by my drive to visualize the inherent dynamics in biological
systems such as brain. The continuous changes in the states (of the mind and/or the body). In a
simplified way, I show this dynamic by the metamorphosis of color composition I chose for the state
zero (the painting). That by itself represents the state of the mind of the creator (artist) which
would be a metaphor for a composition in any biological state per se. By applying a time-dependent
image processing code on the created image (digital) I illustrate a flow of changing states. In
another word, in each moment, a new co
Digital artwork after the painting "Nervinspire_097" (Acrylic on Canvas 30*30 in)

Video https://tinyurl.com/4zf24rvb
1

Danial Arabali
Color Metamorphosis of "Nervinspire_127"
This project is the continuation of my previous and ongoing project, "NeuroArt", in which I express
the inspiration I had from neuronal connections. During my PhD in cognitive neuroscience I was
astonished by the beauty of the rich visualizations of cell cultures captured by modern imaging
metheds (although it was not part of my research). That source of inspiration moved my artistic self to
re-visualize those images using different painting techniques, but not exclusively in a realistic way.
Instead, in my "NeuroArt" painting series I portray my subconscious understanding of neuronal
communications using expressive and abstractive color as well as geometrical compositions.
My new series of Artworks emerged by my drive to visualize the inherent dynamics in biological
systems such as brain. The continuous changes in the states (of the mind and/or the body). In a
simplified way, I show this dynamic by the metamorphosis of color composition I chose for the state
zero (the painting). That by itself represents the state of the mind of the creator (artist) which would
be a metaphor for a composition in any biological state per se. By applying a time-dependent image
processing code on the created image (digital) I illustrate a flow of changing states. In another word,
in each moment, a new color composition or a new neuronal state (of mind) emerges and this
inherent part of the life
Digital artwork after the painting "Nervinspire_127" (Acrylic on Canvas 120*120 cm)

Video https://tinyurl.com/ynstvpvp
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Danial Arabali
Color Metamorphosis of "Nervinspire_143"
This project is the continuation of my previous and ongoing project, "NeuroArt", in which I express
the inspiration I had from neuronal connections. During my PhD in cognitive neuroscience I was
astonished by the beauty of the rich visualizations of cell cultures captured by modern imaging
metheds (although it was not part of my research). That source of inspiration moved my artistic self
to re-visualize those images using different painting techniques, but not exclusively in a realistic
way. Instead, in my "NeuroArt" painting series I portray my subconscious understanding of neuronal
communications using expressive and abstractive color as well as geometrical compositions.
My new series of Artworks emerged by my drive to visualize the inherent dynamics in biological
systems such as brain. The continuous changes in the states (of the mind and/or the body). In a
simplified way, I show this dynamic by the metamorphosis of color composition I chose for the state
zero (the painting). That by itself represents the state of the mind of the creator (artist) which
would be a metaphor for a composition in any biological state per se. By applying a time-dependent
image processing code on the created image (digital) I illustrate a flow of changing states. In
another word, in each moment, a new color composition or a new neuronal state (of mind)
emerges and this inherent part of the life
Digital artwork after the painting "Nervinspire_143" (Mixed Media on Fabriano Paper 50*70cm)

Video https://tinyurl.com/4fbffnh6
1

Danial Arabali
Color Metamorphosis of "Nervinspire_145"
This project is the continuation of my previous and ongoing project, "NeuroArt", in which I express
the inspiration I had from neuronal connections. During my PhD in cognitive neuroscience I was
astonished by the beauty of the rich visualizations of cell cultures captured by modern imaging
metheds (although it was not part of my research). That source of inspiration moved my artistic self
to re-visualize those images using different painting techniques, but not exclusively in a realistic way.
Instead, in my "NeuroArt" painting series I portray my subconscious understanding of neuronal
communications using expressive and abstractive color as well as geometrical compositions.
My new series of Artworks emerged by my drive to visualize the inherent dynamics in biological
systems such as brain. The continuous changes in the states (of the mind and/or the body). In a
simplified way, I show this dynamic by the metamorphosis of color composition I chose for the state
zero (the painting). That by itself represents the state of the mind of the creator (artist) which would
be a metaphor for a composition in any biological state per se. By applying a time-dependent image
processing code on the created image (digital) I illustrate a flow of changing states. In another word,
in each moment, a new color composition or a new neuronal state (of mind) emerges and this
inherent part of the life
Digital artwork after the painting "Nervinspire_145" (Mixed Media on Fabriano Paper 50*70cm)

https://tinyurl.com/7urpvf6r

wakefulness

Audio files (3)
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https://tinyurl.com/349z7sek

REM sleep

https://tinyurl.com/57mk2jkk

Slow wave sleep

Alain Destexhe, Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS
Spikiss - music from the human brain
These three mp3 files show a musical transcription of human micro-electrode recordings. The recordings
were described in a previous article (Peyrache et al., PNAS 2012), and consisted in micro-electrode array
recordings in human patients, where the excitatory and inhibitory neurons could be isolated. The music
was made by associating sounds to the recorded spikes, where each neuron plays its own tone. The
inhibitory neurons are more rhythmic and naturally form the bass and percussion components, while
excitatory neurons are more sparsely firing, and are more adequate for the melodic aspect (they were
associated to a xylophone). The neurons were selected ad-hoc, as a function of their musicality, and
sometimes were pooled together, but in all cases. the time was respected, so the sequence obtained
strictly respects the recorded spike sequences in the data. No additional sound was added. The time was
slightly slowed down compared to real time, so that the tempo corresponds to the music we are used to.
This musical translation was done for three brain states in the same subject: wakefulness, slow-wave sleep
and rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep, where most of our dreams occur. One can hear very well the
difference between wake and slow-wave sleep, where the activity is intermittent (Up/Down states), while it
is sustained in wake and REM.
Spikiss is a duo of two researchers from CNRS, XXXX XXXX and Luc Foubert, and this musical composition is
solely made for entertainment, they are made open-access under a Creative Common licence (noncommercial, share-alike). So this music is free to be shared, but please acknowledge the authors.

1

Nashita Nowshin
The Brain Tree
Painting of the brain depicting a cherry blossom tree. The little girl sitting below and reading a book signifies the
importance of children reading to support healthy brain development and literacy.
The painting was inspired by a research article published by John S. Hutton in 2017 which stated that ‘Brain
connectivity in children is increased by the time they spend reading books and decreased by the length of exposure to
screen-based media’.
The study aimed at comparing the time spent using screen-based media or reading on the functional connectivity of
the reading-related brain regions in children aged 8–12.
They recruited 19 healthy American children from a private school in Cincinnati, USA, in 2015-6 after advertising the
study to parents. The parents completed surveys on how many hours their children spent on independent reading and
screen-based media time, including smartphones, tablets, desktop or laptop computers and television. The children
underwent magnetic resonance imaging that assessed their resting-state connectivity between the left visual word
form area, as the seed area, and other brain regions, with screen time and reading time applied as predictors.
Results:
Time spent reading was positively correlated with higher functional connectivity between the seed area and left-sided
language, visual and cognitive control regions. In contrast, screen time was related to lower connectivity between the
seed area and regions related to language and cognitive control.
Conclusion:
Screen time and time spent reading showed different effects on functional connectivity between the visual word form
area and language, visual and cognitive control regions of the brain. These findings underscore the importance of
children reading to support healthy brain development and literacy and limiting screen time.

Video https://tinyurl.com/ynzw7m5u
1

Despoina Kortesidou
The Quest for Tiny Invisible Blue Whales
*What is the Quest for Tiny Invisible Blue Whales?*
The Quest for Tiny Invisible Blue Whales (or for brevity, the Quest) is a performative mixed-media essay on the concepts of
(ir)rationality and enjoyment behind creative imagination. The Quest is a visual allegory for the importance of indulging in the surreal
to unlock the elusive creative practice. Subsequently the "Art of Neuroscience" 2021 competition, the Quest will be published as a
Kickstarter project and will offer a series of tangible, and yet referring to the imaginative sphere, rewards. Although the project is
fantastical in its foundation and intuitively passes for a kids-oriented project it works on bridging adults’ imaginative practice gap.
*Why this project matters*
You probably still wonder what is the point of telling you that there are tiny, invisible, blue whales when there (clearly) not?
In advocating the “existence” of the Tiny Invisible Blue Whales, it's this concept of (ir)rationality behind creative imagination that I am
mostly interested in [1]. In everyday speech, rationality conveys the image of reason, beliefs that are generally in tune with reality,
and preferences in line with moral values. However, from the cognitive science's perspective, rationality is achieved when our
cognitive and affective beliefs, as well as behaviors, are internally consistent, instead of reasonable. In other words, rationality is a
process of logical coherence – reasonable or not [2]. So let’s discuss about the seemingly logically incoherent story of the Tiny
Invisible Blue Whales.
In conceptualizing the Quest I temporarily impaired my rationality to instinctively promote free associations of ideas and trigger an
openness to the possibilities that the environment throws up. What if the biggest animals that our planet has ever experienced, the
blue whales, were tiny? What if they were invisible as well? Would we be able to see them then? Not obscuring the mind with
physical obstacles, allowed a deep concentration and an ability to shed light on new insights and serendipitous discoveries. Following,
the Quest’s initial uncritical captivation gradually transformed into an alloy of confident skepticism and measured optimism.
...continuing

In analytically evaluating the value of the divergent thinking's brainstorming, I had to unravel and explore this project's value through a
convergent thinking strategy. What is the value of pointing out the inherent (ir)rationality of creativity? Is there a way to take the
"playground topic" tag off imagination, and rethink it as a skill for kids and adults alike? [3] How to question the boundaries of creative
imagination and challenge the assumption that its value for adults and kids is mutually exclusive? [4] For its limitless possibilities, therefore
its immeasurable benefits, imagination is the first that charts the uncharted waters beyond empirical reality, where the boldest future
journeys of adulthood take place. This unreasonable, or irrational if you may, foolishness in finding new connections in the symbolic space
of the mind requires deliberateness and painstaking attention to detail.
Employing creative imagination to invent something original or to solve a problem is not an escapism mechanism. Rather it's a tool
enabling, transcending reality, instead of serving it. Done properly, that ability encloses immense enjoyment [5]. However! Engaging in a
creative mindset is fun not because creativity is an intrinsically enjoyable mental exercise or because it makes sense, but precisely because
it makes no sense. In the words of the game design professor Ian Bogost, "we've misunderstood fun to mean something like enjoyment
without effort. And that's why every activity now has someone trying to "gamify" it as consultants like to say [...] to make it easy or reward it
with points [6]." Conversely to the carelessness we attach to fun, fun requires a greater commitment to everyday life. There is a terror in
real fun; to deliberately manipulate a familiar situation in a new way so we voluntarily overcome unnecessary obstacles.
All in all, the Quest matters because in finding, seemingly irrational, things to play with (i.e., sports, instruments, games, or ideas for that
matter) and treating them with the uttermost and absurd respect we can engage in meaningful activities. My rationale boils down to the
fact that innovative creative thinking is not limited either by expertise or high funds, but by the attention and care we bring to something.
To miraculously becoming infatuated with something, for which infatuation seems impossible; that’s the magic of imagination.
*List of References:*
Below find a list of reads most of which, I have referenced in the “Why it matters” section, above.
[1]: Gaut, B. (2012). Creativity and rationality. The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 70(3), 259-270.
[2]: Kahneman, D., & Egan, P. (2011). Thinking, fast and slow.
[3]: Robinson, K. (2001). Out of Our Minds Learning to Be Creative.
[4]: Abate M. A. (2020). No Kids Allowed, Children’s Literature for Adults.
[5]: Valerie van Mulukom van Mulukom, V. (2018, January 3). The secret to creativity – according to science. Retrieved from
https://theconversation.com/the-secret-to-creativity-according-to-science-89592.
[6]: Bogost, I. (2014, December 15). WIRED by Design: A Game Designer Explains the Counterintuitive Secret to Fun. Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78rPt0RsosQ
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Hannaneh Roshanbakhsh
The Second Birth
I called this work “The Second Birth” because I think, after the physical birth from mother, each person's
Second birth is when the nervous system and the development of that person's personality are formed.
Three years of research on neuroscience and neurodegenerative diseases especially multiple sclerosis
Disease during my master's thesis, gave me a golden chance to opened new windows in my mind.
Something that gifted me a new perspective of my life;
Something that motivated me to overcome all my frustrations;
Something that convinced me to make my dreams come true;
“Love yourself”
It may seem simple at first, but there are many miracles and magic lie in it.
If you be a neuroscientist, you know exact cause of most neurodegenerative diseases are still unknown.
During my research I found out, prevalence of MS is growing, especially among young girls. It subconsciously
impressed me and maybe that turned into a lifeboat to save me from drowning in a sea of despair.
Stress and Decreased mood may be the body's first disarmament against these diseases. So maybe if we
more love and pay attention to ourselves, we can take the first step towards defending for our nerve health.
Although, this may not guarantee our protection against neurodegenerative diseases, but it can be the first
step in neuroprotection.
I have tried to describe myself in this work and convey the message that lies in this work;
“Protect your mental health by loving yourself and Fulfill your desires yourself, because you deserve to be
happy”.
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Rianne Stowell, University of Rochester Medical Center
Dopaminergic modulation of microglia
Microglia (green) and dopaminergic axons (red) in the prefrontal cortex. This image is based
off of in vivo two-photon imaging of microglial responses to changes in dopaminergic
activity in the mouse brain. Microglia and dopaminergic axons were visualized using
fluorescent proteins expressed through genetic and viral transfection strategies. Microglia
are the innate immune cells of the central nervous system and they are key participants in
brain plasticity. This is an acrylic painting on canvas rendering a single moment of the
dynamic interaction between microglia and dopaminergic axons.
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F Isabella Zampeta, Erasmus University Medical Center
Everything in its right place
In biology, in our bodies, and especially in our brains, everything must be at the right place
at the right time. What happens though if they are not? What happens to the migrating
neurons that never reach their final destination? What happens when some of them are left
behind?
The image depicts neurons migrating along the cortex of newborn mice. Using a technique
called in utero electroporation, neurons were transfected and tagged with a red or a green
fluorescent marker. After the prenatal brain development took place and the mice were
born, their brains were subjected to histological analysis and confocal imaging.
Due to the fluorescence we are able to follow the migration journey of each tagged neuron
through time and space, as each one assumes its ciritcal position in the awe inspiring whole
that is the brain.
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Sarita Dev
Composition of three stills from Mind Murmers
Mind Murmers is an interactive choreography of moving particles that form a seemingly
autonomous entity that reacts to the audience’s proximity and movements. The piece is inspired
by flocks of starlings whose collective behaviour, like networks of individual mindless neurons,
creates something with intelligence. And it raises questions like: what makes us attribute
consciousness to something, and how do we link purpose to consciousness?
Aiming to express consciousness as a force that somehow emerges, the particle choreography
resembles something that seems to posses a mind but whose movements and patterns remain
abstract. Analogue to neuron cells that can fire in a unique pattern, for example when an object
reverses its motion, the audience will anticipate the future position of a moving object whose
movements they have never seen before. Giving the audience a sense and feeling of what might go
on in the brain.
The image I am submitting shows a composition of three stills from Mind Murmers.
Mind Murmers video excerpt can be found on:
https://devart.nl/sd/mindmurmers.htmlc
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长庚 方, 郑州大学
Purkinje's fibre
Thousands of dendrites of Purkinje fibers are impressive. The silhouette of the tree with
the sky as the background is very similar to the structure of Purkinje fiber. I really like it.
Hope to show you this natural beauty. Thank you!
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Zlata Polyakova, Hokkaido University; Center for Human Nature, Artificial Intelligence, and Neuroscience
(CHAIN)
In the web of memory
It would seem that the more we study memory, the more we stumble into mysteries and paradoxes that
confound our understanding thereof. Do our genes and neuronal connections predetermine our abilities
and desires to learn languages, sciences, sports, arts, or something else? How are our memories encoded,
consolidated, retrieved, stored, and reconsolidated in the neuronal networks throughout our lives? What
happens to our memories when we enter a pathophysiological state, and how can we rehabilitate our mind
to a state we consider normal? Can the plasticity of biological memory be modeled using artificial
intelligence? These are just some of the questions neuroscientists ponder over from day to day.
I was inspired to visualize the birth and the infinite changes of the memory through a metaphoric and
neuroscientific representation. The story of one brilliant life tells how our experiences and memories are
linked to the states of neuronal networks during life. It tells of how emotions affect our memories and
subjective self-perception. The unfulfilled dream of a forever young soul rushes to the infinity of the
universe to come true.
Remark: In a particular case, this is birth, childhood, personality flourishing, motherhood, old age with a
young soul of a ballerina aspiring to infinity ∞
Medium: oil, canvas board
Dimensions: 40cm (H) x 60cm (W)
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Geng Lin, Department of Histology and Embryology, China Medical University
Purkinje cells: Big cells in the little brain, the cerebellum
Purkinje cells or Purkinje neurons are located in cerebellar cortex of the brain. The cell
body of Purkinje neurons has a diameter of about 50 micrometers, or 0.05 mm and is
among the largest neurons in the brain -- the Betz cells in the motor cortex of the
cerebrum, the big brain, are of a similar or slightly larger size. Purkinje cells also have a
big, majestic dendritic tree that receives signals from other neurons. Purkinje cells is
the only cerebellar cortical neurons that send signals, through their axons, to deep
cerebellar nuclei that in turn send signals to other brain areas, thereby performing
important brain functions such as motor control.
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Geng Lin, Department of Histology and Embryology, China Medical University
Hippocampal pyramidal neurons
Hippocampal pyramidal cells or neurons are the main neuron type in the hippocampus in
the brain. Their pyramid-shaped cell body is about 20 micrometers in diameter. These
neurons have a long and rich apical dendrite with branches forming a dendritic tree
where signals are received from other neurons. They send signals, through their axons,
to other hippocampal neurons and neurons in other brain areas. Hippocampal pyramidal
neurons perform important brain functions such as learning and memory.
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Julia Kuhl, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology
a mouse imagines
Navigation is challenging in a complex world: it relies on integration of cues from the
environment with our memories laid down by experience. This image illustrates
experiments using a new "all-optical strategy" for reading and writing activity in
hippocampal place cells, which are thought to provide a cognitive map of the
environment. By targeted stimulation of place cells in mice in a virtual reality
environment, the researchers can guide the navigation of the mouse, providing causal
evidence that place cell firing represents a cognitive map of space.
(The drawing was created for Michael Hausser at UCL as a cover suggestion for Cell. (it
was not accepted)
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Cesar Monroy-Fonseca, Seele Neuroscience S.C.
Dreams within in the four seasons
A pop art-styled representation of a novel method called "fixed-window potential"
collected in an epileptic patient while in REM sleep. The EEG is cut every 0.004 seconds
and averaged 1000 times. This is the contour graph generated in one minute of deep
sleep. Different color palettes, one for each season of the year, provide an intriguing
beauty in the patterns of the brain activity. This picture can be generated live while the
patient is sleeping to “see” their dreams.
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Raji Salan
Concrescent
A collage collated using various brain anatomy related images that were found and
appropriated to create a visual
feeling of how the brain is connected to the body in many ways.
Size: 41 x 29.5 cm
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Ellis van Steenis
From Signal to Sentience
Interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) are patterns found in EEG signals of epileptic
patients during interictal EEG measurements. They are often used to diagnose epilepsy.
Furthermore, they reveal information about the location, orientation and strength of the
neuronal groups that participate in the neuronal activity. This work symbolises how an
EEG signal gives insight into the workings of the brain.
The drawn EEG signal is based on a patient with Rolandic epilepsy. The epileptiform
activity in Rolandic epilepsy originates from the Rolandic fissure, around the central
sulcus, above the temporal lobe. In this work, the epileptiform activity seen in some
channels transforms into an 'imbalanced' neuron. The placement in the brain of this
neuron corresponds to the channels with IEDs and the expected source for Rolandic
epilepsies.
As a side note, the visual representation is also reminiscent of the album cover
'Unknown Pleasures', from the band Joy Division, whose lead singer notoriously suffered
from an extreme case of epilepsy.
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Dongqing Sun
Brain freeze
This neuron-shaped crack in the ice is a perfect example of harmony between
science and nature. Nature doesn’t just create neurons in the brain!
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Marwan Abdellah, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Basket Cells
This rendering shows a group of basket cells at different scales. The central neuron
represents a firing neuron that is emitting light to illuminate the neighboring dark
neurons that are at resting state.
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video

Vincent Spean
Universal Mind
The digital art is based on the mysterious phenomenon of the mind as it relates to the
universe. The images depict a cerebrum and the neural network connected to quantum
space-time. The aim of the digital design was to show a connection between the human,
the cerebrum, dendrites, and the universe. The project was digitally sculpted in z brush
and later rendered in Photoshop.

1

Vincent Spean
Universal Mind Jpeg
The digital art is based on the mysterious phenomenon of the mind as it relates to the
universe. The images depict a cerebrum and the neural network connected to quantum
space-bme. The aim of the digital design was to show a connecbon between the human,
the cerebrum, dendrites, and the universe. The project was digitally sculpted in z brush
and later rendered in Photoshop.

1

video https://tinyurl.com/58r2wh68

Seonghee Cho, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg
The running neurons along the local field potentials
The video shows neurons running along local field potentials of the rat brain while its
dopaminergic pathways receive optogenetic stimulation.
Like the title of the music ‘Rewind’, scientist try and try again and often have to start
over to test their hypotheses to make sense of the world around them.
The data used in this short video is raw data. In other words, I can imagine myself in
the near future, sitting in front of a computer and rewinding the data over and over
to try to understand it.

1

video https://tinyurl.com/4zpd8hvd

Anirudh Wodeyar, Boston University
Time Saliently/Silently Decaying
Life is measured in time. The shortness of the duration of a life makes it that much more meaningful, every moment gaining
value by being so fleeting and ephemeral. And yet, as we grow older, we find that we lose time more easily, something
Douglas Hofstadter(1) believes is inevitable as we accumulate experiences and chunk larger and larger segments of our life.
Research now suggests even on the very small time scale of minutes, the diversity of our visual experiences influences (2)
our very perception of time. The videos I submit here are intended to help us experience that, to know what it means to
lose time. And hopefully, providing with that sense an opportunity to reflect and gain time in the future.
As you watch the video please pay attention to your felt sense of time, because the first half of the video, while having the
same content and same time duration as the second half, lacks the most salient, the most instinctively interesting portions
of the visuals. How does time feel in the first compared to the second half of the video?
Technical Details: To begin with, a disclaimer, this video is not intended as a genuine scientific demonstration. I have
identified the salient portions of each frame in the video (using the SaliencyToolbox, http://www.saliencytoolbox.net (3)),
and then have taken some large scale liberties with how I use this information to remove parts of the images. Nonetheless,
there is a loss of some salient qualities in every frame, simply without the rigor of science and instead created with what felt
better. In the background, there plays music of decay as well. Anyone interested can contact me for the code to create a
video of this nature with any video they may have.
References:
(1) Hofstadter, D. R. (2001). Analogy as the core of cognition. The analogical mind: Perspectives from cognitive science, 499538.
(2) Roseboom, W., Fountas, Z., Nikiforou, K., Bhowmik, D., Shanahan, M., & Seth, A. K. (2019). Activity in perceptual
classification networks as a basis for human subjective time perception. Nature communications, 10(1), 1-9.
(3) Walther, D., & Koch, C. (2006). Modeling attention to salient proto-objects. Neural networks, 19(9), 1395-1407.
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Elena Taverna, Human Technopole
Connecbons
As a neuroscienbst, I study neurons also because they are beaubful.
The inspirabon for this embroidery comes from the Brainbow technique, developed in
the Lichtmann Lab.
I saw the paper when it was ﬁrst published. I will never forget those images. They were and sbll are- images of beauty.
In this embroidery, a number of neurons is seen as a forest of many trees, each one in a
diﬀerent color.
Like trees with their shags reaching one another, neurons have axons and dendrites
projecbng one to the other.
They are connected. They keep us connected.
-STEM sbtch embroidery on canvas fabric-

1

video https://tinyurl.com/rkjcyts6

Thomas Chater, RIKEN Center for Brain Science
The Sisters
How can you see neurons? Even a tiny chunk of brain is crammed with a dense tangle of
diverse and morphologically complex cells.Making sense of the physical structure of
neurons and glia is much easier with some contrast agent, here provided by filling two
neighbouring CA1 hippocampus neurons with green fluorescent protein. What memories
did these cells participate in? How many overlapping memories did they share, and how
many were unique to each?

1

Ayesha Noor
BRAIN-THE LAST FRONTIER.(theme philosophy of mind)
My submission is about brain's connection with heart, although both are superb organs
in human body.Brain is that mystery in the world that control our all works done under
consciousness and unconsciousness. Brain beautifully control heart system

1

Aiswarya P S
The seed of thought
My artwork is inspired by the poem I wrote(below) to describe
the process of how a thought arises in the brain, often in the prefrontal cortex (As highlighted in the
art ) . I compare this process to how a seed germinates . Thus relating the process of thought
formation with the germination of the seed.
- Poem Are you a thought? Or A seed?
Adrift from the thought cage
Light fires in split seconds , exit your rage.
Heathens of our brain
Thoughts outpour like the rain
The rain feeds my kernel seed
I take the light and make it sweet
Flickering lights embellish me I confess
Light is my survival
What would we be if we were thoughtless?
A thought, a seed
A master a learner
All in one.
A thought is indeed a seed.

1

SiuKwun Yeung
Et pulchritudo cerebri
The reason for choosing a dark background color is to contrast and highlight the wonder
and neural network of the brain structure. I use bright spots and bright lines to represent
the neural network in order to visualize the electrochemical signals generated by the
neural communication of the human brain. The internal structure of the brain uses colors
that are completely different from the background in order to express the magical
operating mechanism of the various components of the human brain. The red in the
painting represents the color of human blood; and the blue represents the advanced
technology of the future. The whole painting combines the beauty of the human brain
with the imagination of future technology.

1

Lili Qu
Brain cells
This work shows brain neuronal somata and glial cells. The interaction of intracellular
organelles and the precise regulation of various signaling pathways are essential to
maintain the physiological functions of single neuron and even the nervous system. This
project uses needle felting and embroidery，combined with fluorescent colors
commonly used in neuroimaging experiments to express the complexity and the
unsolved mysteries inside brain cells.

1

Hauke Thiesler, Medical School Hannover (MHH)
Pathological starry night
Glioblastoma (GB) is one of the most aggressive primary brain tumor entities and is
characterized by infiltrative growth, heterogeneous tumor tissue including necrotic areas
and lack of curative therapy. A representative example of the multifarious appearance of
GB is presented here by an immunohistochemical double-staining. In a number of tumor
entities including GB, the neurodevelopmental glycan polysialic acid is re-expressed on
tumor cells. As an important part of the tumor microenvironment, tumor-associated
microglia and macrophages (TAMM), here visualized by the protein IBA1, contribute to
the clinical outcome. This is based on interactions with glioma cells which as cells of
autologous origin share many features with non-neoplastic cells and at the same time
can manipulate TAMM to the advantage of the tumor, characterizing GB as a condition
which requires intensified research. Altogether is recapitulated by the haiku-style poem,
serving as an extended caption of the immunohistochemistry picture.

1

Yi Hu, Fudan University
The Light of Life
Our lab provided a series of 3D large scale microscopic images, revealing the microarchitecture in various whole organs, including lens, kidney, liver organoids, brain and
ovary. Based on the fluorescence imaging, we recorded the light hidden deeply and
imprinted it on the dark background. Altogether they played the sonata of the mysteries
in life.

1

Srishti Mathur
The Garden of Neurogenesis
While most neurogenesis occurs during development, there is a region of the brain
where neurogenesis takes place even in adulthood: the dentate gyrus of the
hippocampus. This painting mimics a coronal cross-section of a rodent dentate gyrus
under fluorescent microscopy, a metaphorical garden in which new neurons grow. As a
play on neuronal "stem" cells, I depicted the immature neurons as stems in the garden.
With the hippocampus involved in learning and memory, this art serves as a reminder
that anyone can continue learning and finding personal growth even in adulthood.

1

Dan Jagger, University College London
Seeking sound
This confocal image features the developing mouse cochlea, a sensory organ within the
inner ear that codes auditory input from the outside world. Hair cells sense disturbances
of the fluid that bathes their mechanosensory apparatus (stained cyan), and then
activate auditory nerve fibres (yellow) that communicate this information to the brain.
Cell nuclei are stained red. During this early developmental period the nerve fibres
branch and seek out excitatory neurochemicals released from the hair cells.

1

Almudena Campuzano, University of Amsterdam
Roots
The aim of this piece if to reinvidicate the connection between our mind, body and
nature. Sometimes —too often— we can get carried away by our daily responsibilities,
routine, work, studies, or commitments that we did not even mean to make in the first
place. More often than not, life is busy. Hectic, even. Yet, we should not forget to take,
every now and then, a moment to breath. A moment to pause, a moment for listening
closely to our body. Something that has been made clear by the pandemic is that, even if
we stop, the world keeps on going. Therefore, let us remember to take a deep breath,
keep our feet down to earth, in order to flourish and keep on moving with it, instead of
against it.

1

Agnija Vin)ša
Sensory convergence
The sensory nervous system is the interface between the human body and the external
world. The world as presented by the human brain is a func)on of the converging
sensory and cogni)ve systems. How all of these senses are integrated and how they
aﬀect each other through cross-modality to yield a coherent percep)on is remarkable.
This pain)ng depicts how without this sophis)cated and specialized system we would
not have developed in the cogni)vely complex beings we are now. The depicted
individual before interac)on with s)muli is non-descrip)ve and colorless, and only gains
meaning through the ability to engage.

1

video

https://tinyurl.com/pyvauhsr

Susana Carmona
"Portrait of Manuela Serra", oil paint on linen canvas, 65cm*50cm
Here I submit a video showing the process in which I paint a portrait of Manuela Serra
Sabater. Manuela Serra (Madrid, Spain, 1901-1988) worked at Cajal's lab from 1918 to
1927, and contributed to the field of neuroscience. However, there is no certified
photographic documentation about her working at Cajal’s lab. With this painting, I
wanted to portrait her working at the laboratory to acknowledge her work.

1

Alejandra Arafat Angulo Perkins, RaraCiencia
‘‘All roads lead to Heschel ’’ (Original title in Spanish: ‘‘Todos los caminos llevan a
Heschel’’)
The composition is a superposition of several images, or ‘‘virtual slices’’, of a human
brain, acquired with magnetic resonance imaging. The images are a progression, from
the medial sagittal part of the brain to more lateral areas, reaching the Heschel's gyrus,
which is the anatomical reference to locate the primary auditory cortex. The Heschel
gyrus in the composition is a bifurcated gyrus, that is why it has a heart shape (framed at
the center in gray). This composition is a tribute to the beauty of auditory processing;
speech and music, a poem and song, laughter and crying...

1

Emmy Van Der Hoeven
Action potential with love
The road to get to know our brain is though and long, just like a buzz wire. We
sometimes feel like we will never get to know every part of our brain as fast as we
wanted to. Therefore it is important to teach our young ones about the brain and let our
neurons interact with them. Make them enthusiastic and start somewhere in their brain
an action potential with love. They are our future neuroscientist.
This artwork is dedicated to our beloved mom and grandmother who sadley passed away
in on march 12th 2021 due to severe brain injury. Maybe one day there will be a
neuroscientist that can save people with heavy brain injury.

1

Arthur Levasseur
Research paradox
My goal was to represent the will to understand our own cognition through the scope of
Neuroscience research. I represented the microscope as the classical tool for observation
of brains. The brain represented is in this case both the subject of study and the tool for
visual interpretation by the experimenter. The process of cognition can be understood
through the representation of a neuronal network, colored in a heat-map like fashion, as
heat-maps are a very artistic representation of scientific data.
The experimenter looks through the microscope with its eyes, and the uper eye
represents the illumination of understanding, breaking out of the loop.
In the end, a brain looks at a brain, in order to acquire knowledge about itsself.
The work is on a A3 format rough paper, and is also a collage of different elements. I
used Ink pens, and classical color pencils.

Video https://tinyurl.com/crde6ys

Anirudh Wodeyar, Boston University
Time is Malleable
Life is measured in time. The shortness of the duration of a life makes it that much more meaningful, every moment gaining
value by being so fleeting and ephemeral. And yet, as I grow older, I've found that I have lost time more easily, something
Douglas Hofstadter(1) believes is inevitable as we accumulate experiences and chunk larger and larger segments of our life.
Research now suggests even on the very small time scale of minutes, the diversity of our visual experiences influences (2)
our very perception of time. The videos I submit here are intended to help us (me) experience that, to know what it means
to lose time. And hopefully, providing with that, a sense an opportunity to reflect and gain time in the future.
As you watch the video, please pay attention to your felt sense of time, because the first half of the video, while having the
same content and same time duration as the second half, lacks the most salient, the most instinctively interesting portions
of the visuals. How does time feel in the first compared to the second half of the video?
Technical Details: To begin with, a disclaimer, this video is not intended as a genuine scientific demonstration. I have
identified the salient portions of each frame in the video (using the SaliencyToolbox, http://www.saliencytoolbox.net (3)),
and then have taken some large scale liberties with how I use this information to remove parts of the images. Nonetheless,
there is a loss of some salient qualities in every frame, simply without the rigor of science and instead created with what
felt better. In the background, there plays music of decay as well. Anyone interested can contact me for the code to create a
video of this nature with any video they may have.
References:
(1) Hofstadter, D. R. (2001). Analogy as the core of cognition. The analogical mind: Perspectives from cognitive science, 499538.
(2) Roseboom, W., Fountas, Z., Nikiforou, K., Bhowmik, D., Shanahan, M., & Seth, A. K. (2019). Activity in perceptual
classification networks as a basis for human subjective time perception. Nature communications, 10(1), 1-9.
(3) Walther, D., & Koch, C. (2006). Modeling attention to salient proto-objects. Neural networks, 19(9), 1395-1407.
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Emanuele Brai, BrainFit4Life; Elena Brai, and Flore
Amazing Nature
Beautiful Resemblance Also In Nature (BRAIN) images from red cabbage recall
cortical structures and Alzheimer's disease hallmarks.

1

Viviana Canicatti, Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience
The Brainphases
'- Microscope ocular views of Golgi Cox Staining in Sprague Dawley Rats depicted as the
Moon phases "Central to our vision of Nature are two fascinating systems: the network of neurons in
the [... ] brain and the cosmic web of galaxies." (Vazza, F., and A. Feletti. 2020)
As reported from Amanda Gefter in "Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn" everything that
appears as external is in truth inside us.

1

Tiago Costa-Coelho, Instituto de Medicina Molecular João Lobo Antunes
Homeostasis of Thought
Alone. Quiet. Unpredictable! The unknown mechanisms that portray what a thought is still
remain elusive, and the self harm our brain can do to itself has been a puzzling observation
ever since it was brought up to light. Grasping the scales of a harmonious mental health has
been gaining momentum in the last few years with the help of the scientific community and
its communicators. Extracellular vesicles (represented circles) are a highlighted mechanism
that favors the dissemination of mediators and harmful factors intercellularly. In this regard,
several lines of investigation have pointed to the role that these small shuttles have in the
pathogenesis of mental disorders. Not only seem in mental health disorders, but in mental
health in general. The balance between extracellular vesicles carrying beneficial factors
(represented as blue circles) against them carrying harmful mediators (represented as red
circles) is of utmost importance, as the smallest mistake can guide our brain towards a
dangerous physiological state (represented as the up sided brain), which may result in an
individuals' altered state of mind (represented as the down sided brain) . Although having a
physiological origin, the person may be trapped within his own brain, renouncing what
seemed to be his past individuality. Beware of your own limitations and due a periodic
mental health check to see your homeostasis of thought!

1

Janine McCaughey
Connection
The artwork was made using water colour (pens), liners and acrylic paint on a 12.7 x
17.8cm canvas with subsequent addition of details using digital drawing in photoshop.
It depicts a neuron with the nucleus in magenta and featuring different microtubule
subsets flowing through the cell body and bundling into dendrites and axon in form of
delicate hair. Microtubules are essential for the shape and migration of neurons
allowing for the intricate connections between different cells that finally allows us to
think and be who we are.

Video https://tinyurl.com/2b32yc2s
1

Claire Honda, McGill University
Tapping into causes and effects of Alzheimer’s disease
This piece harnesses rhythmic variation from tap dance to illustrate the potential
causes of Alzheimer's disease—from changes in biochemistry in the brain, to
disrupted functioning of neurons, to eventual memory loss.
Dancer: Claire Honda
Researcher: Sherilyn Recinto

1

Thomas Chater, RIKEN Center for Brain Science
The Sisters Redux
Aqer painstakingly imaging the dendri)c arbour of two hippocampal neurons at synap)c
resolu)on, ﬁltering the ﬁnal image blurs the boundaries between the cells, represen)ng
the gap in our ability to visualize these cells and their actual behaviour.

Video https://tinyurl.com/dv2ketpm
1

Pablo Garcia-Lopez, School of Visual Arts (NYC)
The Dark Brain Project. Neuroethics.

The last developments in Neuroscience and Neurotechnologies are promises for curing neurological and mental diseases but
they could also serve to dark purposes.
The term "dual-use" refers to technology that can be used for both beneficial (i.e., medical) and harmful (i.e., military of
terroristic) aims. In the last years, military-funded research (DARPA) has entered the domain of neuroscience and
neurotechnology. This has resulted in a rapid growth in brain technology prototypes aimed at modulating the emotions,
cognition, and behavior of soldiers. These include neurotechnological applications for deception detection and interrogation as
well as brain-computer interfaces for military purposes like drone-bombing. This military research has raised concern about the
risks associated with the weaponization of neurotechnology, sparking a debate about controversial questions: Is it legitimate to
conduct military research on brain technology? And how should policy-makers regulate dual-use neurotechnology?
The Dark Brain Project is a video of a 3d piece of visual cortex. We’re travelling in depth through the brain (visual cortex). This
video consists of a large series of electron microscopy images (individual photographs) mounted in depth. In this video you could
see the different elements that conform the brain, such as mitochondria, ribosomes, synapses, myelin fibers. Images of Goya’s
war disasters appear and disappear and fuse with the electron microscopy images….
It is very literal: PTSD, war trauma. I am also concerned about the involvement of the military complex in the neuroscience field
as president Eisenhower already predicted. How these advances could be use for dark interests. This serial electron microscopy
a technique used by the Blue Brain Project and the Brain Initiative. These are big projects that have transformed the
neuroscience field. These projects receive a lot of funding of public money and I fear this could be a boon for the technological,
the pharmaceutical and the military industries. Is this going to bring only benefits to our society? or we will become slaves,
victims or clients of the new advances?
The soundtrack was also created by the author, XXXX XXXX. I used one of the first synthesizers in history, the (ANS), a graphic
synthesizer that creates space and sci-fi sounds base in images. As the input for the images, I used three scientific drawings of
the father of modern neuroscience, Ramon y Cajal. I completed the soundtrack with recorded sounds from the metalshop and
the radiator at my home

1
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Simon / Pauline Demeule / Palma, University of Montreal / McGill University
What Lies Ahead
What Lies Ahead is an interactive poetic experience that explores themes of artificial intelligence, language,
psychology, and intent.
Experience it online at https://whatliesahead.io; please be sure to use Chrome, Firefox or Safari.
Through a simple text-based interface, this piece creates a game of exquisite corpse between the participant and a
text-generating AI, an altered version of GPT-2 trained on the vast Gutenberg English literature corpus. As the
synthetic responses unfold, words cascade through all configurations considered by the algorithm, partly unveiling
the black box process within. The human tendencies captured by the algorithm resurface, sometimes distorted,
absurd, or familiar, yet always produced by a machine that fundamentally lacks intent — a blank slate onto which
the participant freely projects meaning. As the participant is presented with ambiguity, missing pieces, and
absurdity, their fundamental cognitive ability to bridge gaps and construct meaning becomes the guiding force that
steers the evolution of the piece. In turn, participant’s input feeds the algorithm, thereby prompting interpretation
again. Through this cyclical, almost conversational process, a unique poem emerges. This piece explores both the
communal understanding of language, embodied by an algorithm trained by countless authors, and the individual
understanding of language, unique to each participant.
This work aims to bridge the disciplines of art, machine learning, and psychology; it reclaims the technologies
responsible for shaping our digital landscape to create a space for introspection and creative exploration, bringing
attention onto our relationship to language. This project was created through the Convergence Initiative, an
organisation dedicated to encouraging interdisciplinary work between the arts and sciences. Scientific insight was
provided by Pauline Palma, poet and neurolinguistics doctorate candidate at McGill University. Art direction and
technical execution were carried out by Simon Demeule, digital artist and master's student in artificial intelligence
at University of Montreal.

Video https://tinyurl.com/pu5cmjt5
1

Yushan Zou, Southwest University & University of Canberra
The light
“The light” is a practice of textile art. The threads of optical fibre resemble the similar
structures of the nervous system in the brain. By using hand-stitched embroidery of
optical fibre and fluorescence fibre, this works is meant to create the textile feeling of
resembling neuroscience with a fragmented ray of light.

1

Yushan Zou, Southwest University & University of Canberra
The light
“The light” is a practice of textile art. The threads of optical fibre resemble the similar
structures of the nervous system in the brain. By using hand-stitched embroidery of
optical fibre and fluorescence fibre, this works is meant to create the textile feeling of
resembling neuroscience with a fragmented ray of light.

Video https://tinyurl.com/xvd3k548
1

Nancy Ghan
"Sea view": a poem on vision and evocation.
About the authors:
The authors of this work are XXXX XXXX and Gabriel XXXX. Both from Montevideo, Uruguay.
Nancy Ghan is a Biochemist and poet, who has recently published her first book ("Biología",
ISBN: 978-9915-655-14-7). Her brother Gabriel is a student, passionate about electromechanics
and music.
About the work submitted:
"Sea view" is a poem which presents the relationship between the visual process and the
power of evocation in the human being as two powerful ways to know and understand our
environment, as well as relevant inputs for the building of memories and emotional linkage to
certain places. By describing, in a lyrical context, the mechanism that underlies the sense of
vision, this works attempts to show how two people, or even the same person at two different
stages of the lifetime, can see/feel different things when looking at the same image. A lecture
of the poem is performed with a musical background while some images related to the content
are shown.
...continued

SEA VIEW
There,
by the windy beach of autumn,
there’s an old man sitting on a rock.
A child is sitting by his side.
They both, the old one and the young,
remain looking at the same landscape.
Same furious sea,
that is not
and will never be,
the same sea for both.
The light softly reflected
by those deep blue waters
casts a myriad of subtle beams
impacting their retinas, and there
is where the act of magic begins
Cones and rods,
guardians of the border,
readily receive and capture
the light that all of a sudden
becomes a torrent,
an electric stream.
Unstoppable current that travels
running the anatomical distances
at breakneck speeds.
A lightning bolt awakes
nanometric pearls,
takes them to the edge
to drain a message
into a tiny cleft.

The message sails away
unDl it reaches good port
electric horsemen run, and so
from kingdom to kingdom,
passing the land of Thalamus,
the message is spread.
The deep blue beauty of the sea
encoded,
reduced
to ionic keys.
Somewhere,
opposite to the eyeballs,
protected by meninges
and occipital bone,
in the mighty land of visual cortex
a network of wise maidens
tell the old man and the kid
that there,
in front of them,
there is plenty of water
there is plenty deep blue
but then
another piece of brain
where other wise maidens live
splashes memories and ideas
and then
one of them sees
the mysterious sea of the pirate tales
that his mother tells.
And the other one sees
the place where ﬂew free
the fragments of his warmer home
the ashes of the woman
that he loved the most.

1

video https://tinyurl.com/hksfdpdj

N.B. directs a zip file containing movie

Nathalie Sipple, Tsinghua university
What's in my brain?
In the midst of the long road of human exploration of the world, we have finally turned our attention to human beings themselves.
Neuroscience, which has been developing rapidly since the 1960s, has deconstructed the brain, which is responsible for logic and
thinking, in our research, and has unearthed more and more mysteries as it becomes clearer.
Overwhelmed by the fact that human beings have been able to discover a broader world not only outside of humans but also in
themselves through the means of science and technology, Mengxin Ran, an undergraduate psychology student from the Ohio State
University, and Nathalie Sippel, an undergraduate life science major from Tsinghua University, China, have collaborated to organize the
community: "Explore-Discover-Share the Beauty of Neuroscience ": Whether we can make the public more aware of the social
significance of neuroscience-related research, and even attract and inspire more people to explore and research in the field of
neuroscience is the theme we want to explore and practice in establishing the community.
In running the community, we have experimented with projects that combine neuroscience and art, exploring the intersection of
neuroscience and art, for example, applying neuroscience techniques to the creation of art, or applying parts of neuroscience and art to
the actual treatment process.
In the course of the project, people from different disciplines shared and exchanged ideas (currently 128 people in the community, with
majors ranging from neuroscience/psychology/communication/medicine/biology/computer science/physics/business/art
therapy/sculpture/pure art/law and so on). We were inspired to create a 2D animation of "What's In My Brain".
We used the statue of David as a base, with a warm pink hydrangea bouquet to represent the scalp. Beneath the floral plants is the skull
represented by the polished marble. Further dissected, is the dura mater beneath the skull, a part we replaced with soft and delicate
silk. Lifting the dura mater, we get the brain world that can support further implantation of brain-machine interface electrodes.
We use Nebula to describe the neurological world in the brain. The image of a cluster of stars is like the connection of neurons and the
collision of electric currents, each individual's unique ideas are like starbursts, and millions of thoughts converge into a deep and
dazzling universe, spinning and undulating in the skull. We hope to convey the charm of the intersection of neuroscience and art
through this work, and wish the above two fields better and better.

1

Lina Gretenkort, Medical School Hannover
The Ticking Clock - Aging Microglia
Microglia, the resident macrophages of the brain, not only undergo morphological
changes due to activation upon activating stimuli, but also change their appearance in
the long process of aging. Young and non-activated microglia have long and even
distributed processes. These slowly decrease during aging leaving clumsy and
hyperactive microglia in the aged brain. This process is called priming. It probably arises
through a subtle chronical pro-inflammatory surrounding in the brain during the process
of aging. Primed microglia can also be observed in neurodegenerative diseases. They act
hypersensitive upon an activating stimulus and therefor produce an increased amount of
pro-inflammatory cytokines that may lead to the degeneration of the brain.
This drawing should represent the process of morphological changes microglia undergo
with time in a simple and stylized manner. The original drawing was done with ink,
watercolor and acrylic paint on four DinA4 pages and later digitally edited into one
picture.
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Mafalda Reynolds Brandao
‘Mirror , mirror on the brain’
‘ Invest less in what you see, chase what you perceive’ - Mafalda Reynolds Brandao
This self-portrait is about perceiving to becoming aware of ourselves and our
surroundings , to grow.
‘ Mirror , mirror on the brain ‘ depicts how I saw myself in a time of identity loss and
uncertainty .
The reflection on the mirror is worthless, lost in time and space. The perceived image
lives through a time , is shaped by nostalgia , trauma and future anxieties.

1

video

Maria Lauretta, Istituto de Istruzione Superiore Galilei Jesi
ECOLOGICAL MIND
I am a secondary school teacher in Italy and I'm sending you the work of two of my firstyear students. The brain is a bit digital and a bit papery, combining both techniques,
because you have to look at innovation without forgetting tradition. The right (destra)
and the left (sinistra), the East and the West, two different souls of the same organ, just
like Xinrun (who is a Chinese girl) and Leonardo (who is an Italian boy). They thought of
an ecological mind, that if fed correctly, with reading, listening to music, with sport,
healthy eating, rest and socialization, can increase its abilities like a seed that become a
tree which oxygenates and gives life to everything around it.
It's advisable to watch the video in the dark.
Students: Xirun Zheng and Leonardo Federici

1

video https://tinyurl.com/29vsz586

Guihan Lu, Parsons School of Design
Self Evolution
Self Evolution is a projection mapping installation consisting of a 200cm x 120cm glued together
box, projector, a mind wave mobile, and a mind wave processor. In this project, I regard "Self" as a
species, which can evolve spontaneously with machine learning according to the brainwave
signals of the audience.
The idea was inspired by a cartographer, Abraham Ortelius, who published the first modern
uniform Atlas in 1570, naming "The Theater of the World." The world is like a stage. History,
nature, and civilization constitute an enormous ecosystem. The integration and collision between
them have become an epic in the macro world.
Hence, I created a concept of Self Theater. In the era of rapid development of technology and
humanities, people have more diversified self-awareness. Self Theater treats the self as an
independent ecosystem. In this ecology, the virtual form, ideology, reality entity, intellectual
presence, and the soul form of the self are intertwined and collided at this moment into a series
of episodes. Thus, the "self" as a whole gradually evolves, grows, and sublimates.
Self Evolution is one of a series of works about self theater. We can think of ourselves as a new
species that is gradually growing and flourishing as the audience becomes concentrated bit by bit.
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video https://tinyurl.com/m97w7vxc

Hannah Charlo{e Copley, University of Cambridge
Ul)mate Isola)on
Extreme isola)on warps the mind and confuses the senses. With the threat of the
Coronavirus pandemic hanging over her, the protagonist of this short ﬁlm loses contact
with her friends and loved ones, contac)ng them without response during a harsh and
cold winter. Shot over a number of days in several parks and nature reserves on the
outskirts of Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, UK, it illustrates the reality that so many
experienced during the second lockdown in early 2021, of a lack of social contact, a loss
of their understanding of their place in the world and the spectre of psychosis.
Features Dr Hannah Charlo{e Copley, a Medical Research Council Clinical Research
Training Fellow at the University of Cambridge as the protagonist and ﬁlmmaker. Music
credits: Purple Planet Music - Atmospheric Piano Backing (open source).
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Shrobona Guha
Neuronal Blossoms
Cherry blossoms bloom for only 2 weeks, yet they mesmerize and captivate millions
effortlessly in just this short amount of time. Neurons with their branches, arbors
and intricate morphologies have captivated me in the same way. So I wanted to
portray the beauty of developing neurons as cherry blossoms through my art.
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Maria Kukley, Achucarro Basque Centre for Neuroscience
HOPE FOR A CURE
This is a postcard (13.5x27cm, when open). Its goal is to increase the awareness of people
about a demyelinating disease called multiple sclerosis.
The postcard shows a girl who has been diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. The girl stands in
front of the deep dark forest of the disease which is going to take her. But she watches the
light of the moon and the stars which symbolize myelin research and the hope of the girl for a
cure.
The deep dark forest of the disease is represented by the staining of myelinated axonal fibers
with proteolipid protein (PLP). PLP is a component of myelin, and myelin is damaged during
multiple sclerosis. Hence, this staining has been chosen to represent the dark forest of the
disease.
The original staining has been performed in the rodent hippocampus using primary antibody
against PLP and secondary antibody coupled to a fluorescent protein. The scans have been
acquired with a confocal laser scanning microscope. For this postcard, the image has been
then modified with the computer to remove the original colors and to blur the axonal fibers
slightly. The girl, the stars, and the moon are simple drawings performed with a Photo Editing
Software.
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Maria Kukley, Achucarro Basque Centre for Neuroscience
EMOTIONS
This is a postcard (16.5x23cm, when open). Its goal is to increase the awareness of people
about a demyelinating disease called multiple sclerosis.
The image shows emotions of a person suffering from multiple sclerosis: flow of emotions,
explosion of emotions, roads of emotions, painful emotions in magenta, and peaceful
emotions in blue. The emotions are represented by the staining of myelinated axonal
fibers with proteolipid protein (PLP). PLP is a component of myelin, and myelin is damaged
during multiple sclerosis. Hence, this staining has been chosen for this postcard.
The original staining has been performed in the rodent hippocampus using primary
antibody against PLP and secondary antibody coupled to a fluorescent protein. The scans
have been acquired with a confocal laser scanning microscope. For this postcard, the
image has been then modified with the computer to remove the original colors, to assign
pseudo colors, and to blow up the thickness of the fibers slightly.
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Nancy Kouta
Mind Flow cytometry neurons
Flow cytometry neurons: My illustration is a reflection of Flow cytometry, the
widespread technique used to identify, analyze, and separate complex mixtures of cells
in suspension in an abstract way. I tried to describe the brain tissues, and flow
cytometric individual cell types that is found within and throughout the brain matrix. My
composition is how art can be mixed with science in order to let us feel and understand
better the human matter.
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Khawaja Moeen ud Din
A BEAUTIFUL MIND
Here the rainbow-coloured butterfly-shaped Corona Radiata not only depicts the variety
of the fibres it carries but also hints at the artistic qualities of the human mind.
Also, the appearance of the winged thalamus signifies its angelic properties of relaying
information from God(the brain) to the masses(rest of the body).
"YOUR WINGS ALREADY EXISTS, ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FLY."
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Shabnam Syed Khan, The National College of Arts, Lahore
The Mindful Instrument: It is Only a Matter of Changing One’s Position of Gazing
Theoretical Framework: The interactive art installation, “The Mindful Instrument: It is Only a Matter of Changing One’s
Position of Gazing” (Mindful Instrument) is the visual model of the generic or foundational concept, Subject-Object (SO), of
my ongoing theoretical and artistic practice about transformational learning and teaching: Devised as an instructional tool for
university students, the research-based model of interactive art installation is inspired by developmental psychologist Robert
Kegan’s theory of Adult Development. The “Mindful Instrument” derives its interactive functional mechanism from KeganLahey’s Immunity-to-Change (ITC) mind exercises, wherein participants are trained to make mindful moves from subjective to
objective.
Motivation: Concerned about the current rise in worldwide tribal politics, I theorize through the usage of the “Mindful
Instrument” in my teaching that universities could embed mind development component in the curricula of all disciplinary
specializations. It is to assist students to overcome their one-dimensional perspectives about contentious ideologies: To
develop mental capacities to face challenges to own matrixes of virtues, and accept that there are other equally popular
codes of morality. To discover that it is the inability to rise above the disregard for ethical standards other than one’s own is
leading to enduring violations of human rights.
Material. Encased in approximately 2.2 ft. X 3.6 black wooden box, set at different angles, the MIRROR--the psychological
door to the otherness of self, and medium of self-reflection— is the core material of the actual “Mindful Instrument” (I have
presented the digital image). To support the theoretical content about different points of view about a certain contentious
issue e.g. race, class, gender, civilization, the “Mindful Instrument” facilitates in real time the actual experience of changing
views: that how by simply changing one’s physical positions of gazing in the mirrors, the views or reflections inside the same
mirror/mirrors change dramatically (In the submitted artwork, inside the six digital frames of the one “Mindful Instrument”
the views/reflections in the mirrors are different).
Ref. Robert Kegan and Lisa Lahey. Immunity to Change: How to Overcome it and Unlock the Potential in Yourself and your
Organization. (2009, p. 25). Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation.

1
video https://tinyurl.com/54d537wm

Laura Alberio, Newcastle University
Brainstorm
Calcium transients in an organotypic slice from mouse hippocampus. Calcium
transients in brain cells are a measure of the activity levels of these cells: the more a
cell is active, the more Calcium ions are entering that cell. Neurons and glial cells in
organotypic slices show spontaneous activity that can be visualised thanks to GCaMP, a
sensor whose fluorescence (green) increases when calcium binds to it. Neurons show
the fastest changes in fluorescence, while glial cells have more slow kinetics.
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Shangjianru Luis Juan Going, Hainan University
A Surge Of Thought
The work shows the flow of fresh ideas, rapidly coalescing into new human ideas, into
creative ideas. According to the study of thought production, the form of pictures
reflects the process of the formation of the illusory concept of creative thinking in the
application process, which describes the fusion of thinking in a way that impedes or
consumes, but does not stop the flow of thought, they merge for the sake of human
creativity and produce creative ideas.
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Eugenie Peze-Heidsieck , Zuckerman Institute for the Mind, Brain and Behaviour,
Columbia University
Teeth or trees of the brain
The brain is incredible by its architecture and layered organisation! Here are Purkinje
cells, inhibitory neurons from the cerebellum, captured at the microscope. One can
appreciate the wonderful arborisation of those cells making them look like trees, yet the
layered and folded structure could make one believe this is a radiography of some
mammals teeth. The brain never ceases to fascinate by its complexity and beauty!
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Geinene Carson
Decoding Hope
Sometimes we can find ourselves in an overwhelming and debilitating situation where
hope seems elusive. Where imagining life on the other side of whatever it is we are
facing, seems impossible to envision. Discouragement and despair seem to encrypt
hope’s code, denying any access. And, in these times of darkness, our tools for
deciphering may feel impaired, causing our mental and emotional health to suffer.
This painting titled, ‘Decoding Hope’, depicts a colourful cluster of neurons growing in
connective solidarity, recircuiting around an area of damage. This speaks to hope’s
endeavor to convert our lived realities into a more comprehensible form. One in which
we learn to recognize and interpret hope’s code by allowing it to transform the way in
which we see and experience it.
Mixed Media on Canvas, 2021
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Luoshuangling Shangjianru, Hainan University
Nerve particle
This work reflects the movement of the electronic body of nerve research in the nerve
fibers of the brain, in the human brain thinking process, the electronic body high-speed
conduction in the state of motion. In response to the human thinking process, human
cells actively cooperate with the State of high-speed movement.
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Jianru Shang, Hainan University
Spatial dimension
Everything is interwoven and crisscrossed. The work shows the theoretical research
centered on the spatial dimension, which is the existing state of interweaving and
crisscrossing from the distance of time to the near, and from the space dimension
to the less and more, the difference of spatial dimension is reflected by gray color.
Expressing the state of the results of the study.
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Geinene Carson
Elusive
I find inspiration in gathering stories of people who suffer from neurological, cognitive, or
mental health issues and create art in response to these unique experiences. I attempt to
creatively represent what is best described in their own words:
“… I had to find a new normal both because I had no short-term and severely limited
long-term memory at first. The neural information was still there, but the usual pathway
to get that memory or ability was burned away… since then I don’t know what I don’t
know, but I have gotten many memories back… For me, trying to remember or reason or
repeat something was like trying to hold onto water…”
Acrylic on Canvas, 2020
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: Division
The image represents the first of the series of 8 to highlight the beauty (and
the tremendous hurdle) of working with auditory neurons in the cochlea.
Here is a spheroids of embryonic spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) extending
their neurites on a matrigel. Deafness is the most common sensory disorder
and the challenge is to regenerate these specialized functional auditory
neurons once they are lost or damaged. SGNs have the sole of carrying
electrical impulses from cochlear hair cells to the brain that we perceived as
sound.

1

Ines Ben Jebara
B for ?
Growing up, the perception I had about the woman naked body was filled with
shame and judgement, and it was a struggle to even look at it. I have never
managed to see the beauty of it. It took me a quarter of a century to liberate
myself and I spent years unlearning everything about it. And the moment it
happened, I found myself admiring every bit of it, every shape and every tiny
detail. My perception twisted and my brain came to this beautiful realization
that every body is a piece of art.
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Hannah Charlotte Copley, University of Cambridge
The Sound of Science: 24
The second in the series of 'The Sound of Science' was inspired by one of Jackson
Pollock's monumental works, '24'. Here, auditory cortex neurons from the brain
were cultured for 24 hours with NGF treatment. Neurite bodies can be clearly
seen as indicated by the red marker (neuronal protein, Tuj1) with neuronal cell
bodies seen with a green marker (oligodendrocyte protein, MOG). If only
auditory neurons in the cochlea were as easy to culture as these!
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: The Messenger
Unlike the neurons from the auditory cortex in the brain, neurons from the
cochlea, the spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs), are tremendously stubborn to grow.
This image represents one of these rare occurrence of establishing a successful
growing conditions for SGNs in vitro. In fact, they are impossible to grow in
isolation, and yet they hold the key to completing the process of converting
external stimuli to the brain that we perceive as sound.
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: Peacock's Feathers
The fourth piece depicts spiral ganglion neurons in their natural habitat.
The green cells are the SGN cell bodies with their arms bundled through
a 'gate' called the habenula perforata in order to make connections to
the cochlear hair cells.
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: The Sound Connection
The fifth image demonstrate the bigger picture of how spiral ganglion neurons
(labelled in green) and cochlear hair cells (labelled in red) interact with regards
to spatial location. There are numerous SGNs innervating a great number of
hair cells, and also there are projections from the SGNs toward the brain in the
other direction.
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: A Bridge Apart
The sixth image depicts a strict organization of how SGNs labelled by a yellow marker for
a neuronal protein (Tuj1) connects with the cochlear hair cells labelld by a purple marker
for a hair cell protein (Myo7a). Cochlear hair cells situated in a specific region called the
Organ of Corti are extremely well organized, and they can be innervated by up to 20
afferent nerve fibers of the SGNs. But here, in an aging mouse, the projections are not
as abundant as in her early days, a condition called presbycusis.
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Victor Wong, Core Life Analytics, Weill Cornell Medicine
The Sound of Science: Fearful Asymmetry
The seventh piece in this series demonstrates the organization of spiral ganglion neurons
(yellow) and cochlear hair cells (red) in relation to the cochlear modiolus. The modiolus
is where all the afferent projections from the SGNs come together as a bundle to send
electrical information to the brain. In this case, on the left depicts severe loss of SGNs
due to induced-immune response with gapping empty spots, unlike the right side of the
image.
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Grace Shin, Columbia University
Gently gliding on the night sky
This image shows a pain-sensing (nociceptive) neuron and the surrounding cellular
environment in the fruit fly Drosophila larva from a study investigating a devastating
condition called peripheral neuropathy. There is no cure or preventive methods for this
disorder that affects more than 20 million people in the US alone. Labeling in this image
includes pain-sensing neuron and cell surface proteins called integrins expressed in both
sensory nerves and the surrounding environment. Integrins are essential proteins that
can guide where and when neurons can bind in their environment so that growing
arbors can "gently glide" as they navigate their surrounding. Their interaction is dynamic
and essential throughout our life to sense dangerous signals from the external world.
Breakdown of their interaction is common in painful and itch nerve and skin conditions,
but how they could keep their healthy interaction is largely unknown. Image and
artwork is a collaboration between Luke Hammond and Grace Shin.
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264
The Sound of Science: Scientific Communications
The last piece depicts an experience that is familiar to both hearing and hard-of-hearing
individuals alike during these pandemic times. However, hearing loss presents an
additional barrier: the heavy reliance on lip-reading or sign language created an
inaccessible world where all visual cues seem to disappear. This oil painting hopes to
capture what it is like to communicate via virtual platforms where everyone very much
prefers to be invisible, yet still very much palpable, and this is particularly challenging
when trying to relay scientific concepts to various educational groups. And with this, the
sound of science is muted.
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Paul Seli, Duke University
Compassion
This 3' X 4' piece (oil paint, oil sticks, acrylic, and spray paint) reflects the most influential
experience of my life: The passing of my father, when I was three years old. My father
had suffered from major depression, alcoholism, and paranoid schizophrenia. The
burdens of his own psyche were too great to bear, and he ultimately took his own life,
leaving behind a widow and her three young boys. The loss of my father had a profound
impact on my life, and on my interests. As long as I can remember, I've been fascinated
with psychology, and I've sought to better understand the human mind and its many
complications and its wonders. This passion for understanding the mind led me to pursue
a degree in psychology, which ultimately resulted in my professorship in the Psychology
& Neuroscience department at Duke university, where, among other things, I study
daydreaming, clinical disorders, creativity, and intellectual humility. While pursuing an
academic career in psychology, I was also enamored by art as means of communicating
my innermost thoughts, and I've been painting for roughly 20 years now. My recent
research examines how painting, as a means of communication and catharsis, can
facilitate personal growth and well-being.
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Susanne Diekmann, Fraunhofer MEVIS Institute for Digital Medicine
Brainmodell 1
MRI- based physiological imaging uncovers invisible vital processes and is a valuable
tool for early diagnosis of brain diseases. To incorporate these medical data into a
comprehensive 3D model of the brain has been the baseline idea for a series of
images, which integrate medical drawing and physiological data acquired in MRI. These
images finally turned out to become the seed for a new visual brand developed by a
creative team of scientists at Fraunhofer MEVIS. "Brainmodell 1" is one out of two
submitted images from this series.
Team: Susanne Diekmann, Mathias Neugebauer, Bianka Hofmann, Alexander Köhn
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Begüm Kurt, Achucarro Basque Center for Neuroscience
Plastic Potential of a Single Neuron
Polystrene is a type of plastic commonly used in cell culture consumables and it is
slow to biodegrade, also the recycling process is quite costly. This sculpture has been
made of hundreds of pieces of "used" plastic consumables collected from cell culture
trash bins, and given the shape of a neuron with dendrites, axons, and axon terminals
at the end. This sculpture is representative of how much plastic we are consuming in a
very short time at a single institute (these plastics were collected less than a week)
and is an example of finding a creative (and fun) way to recycle them in the future.
Sculpture's dimensions: 100x90x40.
This work is made by two authors; Begüm Kurt and Lucila Pérez Gianmarco.
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Emulating Art with Human Biology
“The human brain is a blank canvas for neuroscientists. Mixing techniques from disparate disciplines
and utilizing new technologies could provide a solid foundation for the new age in neuroscience,
creating effective ways of studying and understanding the brain function to improve human health
and society.”
XXXX XXXX, PhD, Associate Director of Scientific Research
Background on Organ-Chips
Developed by the Wyss-Institute, Organ-Chip technology offers a comprehensive microfluidic culture
in vitro model for preclinical research. Each Organ-Chip is composed of a clear flexible polymer
about the size of a computer memory stick that contains hollow microfluidic channels lined by living
human organ-specific cells interfaced with a human endothelial cell-lined artificial vasculature.
Additionally, mechanical forces can be applied to mimic the physical microenvironment of living
organs. These features combined, Organ-Chips have the ability to recapitulate the microarchitecture
and function of various human organs.
Emulate, Inc. has expanded upon general Organ-Chip technology by developing the Brain-Chip,
which models the human neurovascular unit. The Brain-Chip includes five human iPSC-derived and
primary cell types — cortical neurons, microglia, astrocytes, pericytes, and microvascular brain
endothelial cells — working together in a dynamic microenvironment with flow. With the Brain-Chip,
researchers are able to closely study mechanisms of neuroinflammation and investigate the safety
and efficacy of neuro-related therapeutics.
The submitted images of cells stained with neuron-specific markers capture the Brain-Chip in action.
Akin to the static motion of Van Gough’s “Starry Night,” the images demonstrate the movement that
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Carmen Heuvelmans
The neuro-anatomical art gallery and its masterpiece; the parern of the circle of Willis
Descripsve anatomy is not enough, visual anatomy becomes interessng, imaginable anatomy
is mesmerizing. If you observe your brain and all the biological structures it is made of, you will
discover it is like an art gallery. An art gallery with beausful anatomical sculpture everywhere.
The inﬁnite parern of the circle of Willis was already invented by nature, I only had to join the
circle to another circle of someone else its brain. Each circle of Willis is connected to the next
one, from borom to top, from leu to right, without any modiﬁcason they connect with each
other.
I already always loved the circle of Willis in my neuro-anatomy classed due to the fact that, if
an artery on one side is occluded, this magical circle allows collateral circulason to supply the
reduced area with enough blood ﬂow. Simply magical. Now it even becomes more magical,
connecsng all the circles of Willis one with each other.
Nature is full of hidden parerns, you only have to imagine them.
#ThecircleofWillis #Parern #Wearementallyallconnected
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Qing and Mingyu Wang and Zhang, Sichuan University and Sichuan Minzu College
Brain Map
The painting is inspired by the shape of the thalamus and internal capsule of mice and
combined with unique spatial expression of the Landscape Map of the Silk Road. We
used the manifestation mode “ping yuan” in Chinese landscape painting to express the
vast, exquisite, and mistiness of brain structure. The internal capsule is fundamental to
connect the cerebral cortex with the brain stem and spinal cord, and in this painting, it
is compared to the Silk Road. The key brain areas are depicted by the gateway towns,
including the thalamus, cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and cerebellum. The
exploration of human brain structure and function is just like the journey of classical
explorers.
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Marwan Abdellah, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Brain Vasculature Minecraft
The image shows the a digital reconstruction of the human brain arterial arborizations
reconstructed with a minecrafty style at different voxelization resolutions.
Datasets:
The vascular morphology is available to public from the BraVa database
(http://cng.gmu.edu/brava/home.php). The mesh is reconstructed with VessMorphoVis
(https://github.com/BlueBrain/VessMorphoVis) and the rendering is done with Blender
(https://www.blender.org).
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Misa Arizono, Interdisciplinary Institute for Neuroscience Bordeaux France
Brain kit
This image represents components of the brain acquired by a special type of superresolution microscopy called STED. STED can resolve very small structures, enabling
us to explore the microcosmos of the brain. The image is designed to look like the
parts of a plastic toy, thereby reflecting the spirit of bottom-up research—where
we study the different cellular parts and try to put them together to understand
the brain.
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Misa Arizono, Interdisciplinary Institute for Neuroscience Bordeaux France
Brain tapestry
This image represents all the cellular structures in the brain tissue revealed by a
special type of microscope called STED. STED can resolve very small structures in the
brain, enabling us to explore its microcosmos. Yellow color depicts astrocytes, a type
of non-neuronal cells; and gray color depicts all other cells including neurons. We can
see how the various cells are tightly interwoven forming a brain tapestry, giving rise
to brain function.
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Video https://tinyurl.com/bnfyxb

directs to zip file with movie

Jasmin Götz

NeurOne
In this mural painting at EPFL in Switzerland, we fuse multiple historically important morphological
depictions of neurons into a single wall-sized fantasy neuron, the NeurOne.
We start off with one of Ramón y Cajal’s iconic paintings of a Purkinje neuron [1], in which he documented
dendritic spines for the first time around 1900. After that, our neuron crosses a 2D electron microscopy slice,
the standard imaging method for decades to inspect brain tissue at very high resolution. From there, the
neuron spins out as a blue 3D reconstruction, which has been done manually for the first time for a C.
elegans worm in the eighties [2]. Today, the field of Connectomics uses innovative machine-learning-based
methods to automatically reconstruct large amounts of imaged brain tissue, like entire fly brains at synaptic
resolution [3]. One particular method, the colorful Local Shape Descriptors [4], inspired the fantastical
psychedelic art depiction on the rightmost side of the neuron.
The wall is illuminated with a UV light each night, which produces a stunning 3D effect of a glowing neuron in
the void.
Contributors: XXXX Hila Goetz, Pablo Dohms,Benjamin Gallusser
Used materials: wall paint, acrylic paint, UV paint, brushes, sponges, permanent marker.
Size: approximately 4m x 1.5m.
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Video https://tinyurl.com/yxwwcdej

Yul Kang, Compuational and Biological Learning Lab, University of Cambridge
Thoughts
As a computational neuroscientist, I often deal with neural dynamics where a
thought affects itself and another in abstract terms, represented as a dot moving
in a high-dimensional space. But in everyday life, such dynamics are loaded with
feelings. This movie also represents thoughts as moving dots, but recognizes and
celebrates the feelings involved in their dynamics—recurring thoughts, avoidance,
acting out, reflection, and sharing.

Hold me
Hold me
when all I have
is the closeness you give me
the touch of your hands
always having my back
the smell of your skin
that will keep me on track
the beat of your heart
as it cuts me some slack
the sound of your voice
humming language I lack
Hold me
when all I have
is the presence I pray you
the hope for your time
that will brighten my day
the faith in your love
gently leading the way
your grit to resist
those who shame my dismay
your nerve to endure
when my strength goes astray
D
f ce e
figh
nor drive me to flight
and neither expect me to freeze
Just be with me, here in this dark
I crave for the night
to convert into light
when my needs will be clear to appease
Just be with me, shelter each spark
So hold me
when all I have
are the ties that connect us
the child that I was
and the soul I became
through tides overwhelming
without me to blame
the love that you mirror
caressing my name
the trust you instil
when you foster my flame
© M. V.-K.
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Marianne Vanderveen-Kolkena, International Board of Lactation Consultant Examiners and ACE Aware NL
Hold me (the child within)
(My intention was to upload two documents, but I notice that is not possible. Therefore, I add the text of the second document here; it is
actually the description of the submission, but font and layout go lost now.)
Let me tell you…
… how science discovered what our guts have known all along – that humans thrive on interpersonal connection, on compassion, trust
and kindness, and that these qualities support the development of resilience, because they facilitate coregulation of both sad and happy
states with fellow humans.
Let me tell you…
… how starting off on biopsychosocially difficult life trajectories impacts adult health and wellbeing, in turn influencing communities,
because the fear, anxiety and toxic stress that early troubles entail, wear one out, jeopardising a buoyant world view and an open,
empathetic approach of others.
Let me tell you…
… how asking, when witnessing a distressed other, ‘what happened to you?’, instead of ‘what is wrong with you?’, combined with our
mindful presence and close attunement, is a great way of offering the other a holding space in which their narrative can rest and they can
heal and be whole.
Let me tell you…
… how thinking about early childhood brought home to me how vulnerable we all start off and remain to some extent, because we are
‘dividuals’, socially embedded beings, intrinsically connected and essentially flourishing when reciprocally built and sustained by loving
relationships.
Let me tell you about this, and then listen to you…
… telling me about how you think we can truly see all the children walking around in our worlds, dressed in adult bodies and hiding in
plain sight, how our proximity can welcome them for celebrating the interdependence we share as souls interacting with others.
Shall we meet and muse, getting lost in time while revelling in togetherness?
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Video https://tinyurl.com/9w2anb8x

Evi Nooteboom
Gestalt principles explained
I have created this video to show you that our brain perceives the world around us
from a holistic perspective despite these times of isolation. I have used the Gestalt
principles to explain my statement. The gestalt principles are illustrated with home
made pieces of art.
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Annie Campbell, Auburn University
Astrocyte
The catalyst for my current work was a traumatic personal event that unfolded in 2017. My infant son was
diagnosed with a rare and dangerous neurological disorder that caused severe epilepsy. This condition required
extreme brain surgery involving a complete disconnection of the hemispheres. My current work is informed by
my extensive research into brain (mal)functions, structures, and neuroplasticity. I became fascinated by neuronal
cellular forms and what began as catharsis evolved into a new visual vocabulary within my long-time conceptual
focus on environmental degradation. The materials are varied, ranging from translucent porcelain, black
stoneware, air-dry clay, slip-dipped and fired wasp’s nests and botanical specimens, wire and LED lights. The
wasp's nests have a paradoxical representation as both an incubator of new life but also a harbinger of danger.
Our bodies mirror nature in undeniable ways. Yet, our society has created an artificial construct that enables us
to see ourselves as separate from nature. This allows us to enact our “right” to control and abuse resources to
which we feel entitled. Botanical and human vascular and respiratory systems, like neurons and their synapses,
move impulses and sustenance through our bodies. The “information super-highway” that exists amongst tree
roots in the form of mycelium fungal networks informs this work as well. These forms serve as a metaphor for,
and symbol, of society’s dysfunctional relationship with nature. The neuronal forms in my work are malformed,
diseased and deteriorating, their connections weakened by abnormal impulses; a dissonance caused by a
detachment from their origins. This work explores the danger of ambivalence in the face of environmental crisis.
(Image 1 of 2 for "Astrocyte")
Materials: Porcelain and ceramic stoneware
Dimensions: h: 25cm, w: 16cm, d: 3.5cm
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Annie Campbell, Auburn University
Astrocyte (Detail)
The catalyst for my current work was a traumatic personal event that unfolded in 2017. My infant son was
diagnosed with a rare and dangerous neurological disorder that caused severe epilepsy. This condition required
extreme brain surgery involving a complete disconnection of the hemispheres. My current work is informed by
my extensive research into brain (mal)functions, structures, and neuroplasticity. I became fascinated by neuronal
cellular forms and what began as catharsis evolved into a new visual vocabulary within my long-time conceptual
focus on environmental degradation. The materials are varied, ranging from translucent porcelain, black
stoneware, air-dry clay, slip-dipped and fired wasp’s nests and botanical specimens, wire and LED lights. The
wasp's nests have a paradoxical representation as both an incubator of new life but also a harbinger of danger.
Our bodies mirror nature in undeniable ways. Yet, our society has created an artificial construct that enables us
to see ourselves as separate from nature. This allows us to enact our “right” to control and abuse resources to
which we feel entitled. Botanical and human vascular and respiratory systems, like neurons and their synapses,
move impulses and sustenance through our bodies. The “information super-highway” that exists amongst tree
roots in the form of mycelium fungal networks informs this work as well. These forms serve as a metaphor for,
and symbol, of society’s dysfunctional relationship with nature. The neuronal forms in my work are malformed,
diseased and deteriorating, their connections weakened by abnormal impulses; a dissonance caused by a
detachment from their origins. This work explores the danger of ambivalence in the face of environmental crisis.
(Image 2 of 2 for "Astrocyte". Detail Image)
Materials: Porcelain and ceramic stoneware
Dimensions: h: 25cm, w: 16cm, d: 3.5cm
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Annie Campbell, Auburn University

"Cluster I" (Image 1 of 2)
This piece is inspired by astrocytes, a type of brain cell that repairs, cleanses, nourishes and supports neurons. While many
of my sculptures reference damaged cells, astrocytes represent op@mism and resilience. The white structure was created
by dipping thistle leaves in translucent porcelain. The organic maCer burns away in the kiln leaving a translucent shell.
The catalyst for my current work was a trauma@c personal event that unfolded in 2017. My infant son was diagnosed with a
rare and dangerous neurological disorder that caused severe epilepsy. This condi@on required extreme brain surgery
involving a complete disconnec@on of the hemispheres. My current work is informed by my extensive research into brain
(mal)func@ons, structures, and neuroplas@city. I became fascinated by neuronal cellular forms and what began as catharsis
evolved into a new visual vocabulary within my long-@me conceptual focus on environmental degrada@on. The materials
are varied, ranging from translucent porcelain, black stoneware, air-dry clay, slip-dipped and ﬁred wasp’s nests and
botanical specimens, wire and LED lights. The wasp's nests have a paradoxical representa@on as both an incubator of new
life but also a harbinger of danger.
Our bodies mirror nature in undeniable ways. Yet, our society has created an ar@ﬁcial construct that enables us to see
ourselves as separate from nature. This allows us to enact our “right” to control and abuse resources to which we feel
en@tled. Botanical and human vascular and respiratory systems, like neurons and their synapses, move impulses and
sustenance through our bodies. The “informa@on super-highway” that exists amongst tree roots in the form of mycelium
fungal networks informs this work as well. These forms serve as a metaphor for, and symbol, of society’s dysfunc@onal
rela@onship with nature. The neuronal forms in my work are malformed, diseased and deteriora@ng, their connec@ons
weakened by abnormal impulses; a dissonance caused by a detachment from their origins. This work explores the danger
of ambivalence in the face of environmental crisis.
(Image 1 of 2 for "Cluster I")
Dimen@ons: h: 55 cm, w: 60.8 cm, d: 7.6 cm
Materials: Porcelain and ceramic stoneware, graphite on paper
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Annie Campbell, Auburn University

"Cluster I" (Detail. Image 2 of 2)
This piece is inspired by astrocytes, a type of brain cell that repairs, cleanses, nourishes and supports neurons. While many
of my sculptures reference damaged cells, astrocytes represent optimism and resilience. The white structure was created
by dipping thistle leaves in translucent porcelain. The organic matter burns away in the kiln leaving a translucent shell.
The catalyst for my current work was a traumatic personal event that unfolded in 2017. My infant son was diagnosed with a
rare and dangerous neurological disorder that caused severe epilepsy. This condition required extreme brain surgery
involving a complete disconnection of the hemispheres. My current work is informed by my extensive research into brain
(mal)functions, structures, and neuroplasticity. I became fascinated by neuronal cellular forms and what began as catharsis
evolved into a new visual vocabulary within my long-time conceptual focus on environmental degradation. The materials
are varied, ranging from translucent porcelain, black stoneware, air-dry clay, slip-dipped and fired wasp’s nests and
botanical specimens, wire and LED lights. The wasp's nests have a paradoxical representation as both an incubator of new
life but also a harbinger of danger.
Our bodies mirror nature in undeniable ways. Yet, our society has created an artificial construct that enables us to see
ourselves as separate from nature. This allows us to enact our “right” to control and abuse resources to which we feel
entitled. Botanical and human vascular and respiratory systems, like neurons and their synapses, move impulses and
sustenance through our bodies. The “information super-highway” that exists amongst tree roots in the form of mycelium
fungal networks informs this work as well. These forms serve as a metaphor for, and symbol, of society’s dysfunctional
relationship with nature. The neuronal forms in my work are malformed, diseased and deteriorating, their connections
weakened by abnormal impulses; a dissonance caused by a detachment from their origins. This work explores the danger of
ambivalence in the face of environmental crisis.
"Cluster I" (Detail. Image 2 of 2)
Dimensions: h: 55 cm, w: 60.8 cm, d: 7.6 cm
Materials: Porcelain and ceramic stoneware, graphite on paper
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Annie Campbell, Auburn University
"Cluster II" (1 of 2 images)
This piece is inspired by pyramidal neurons, the most numerous in the brain. The internal structures are elderberry dipped
in porcelain. The light source is strand lights encapsulated in polymer clay and powered by a hidden battery pack. This
form references the cells of a drowned human. The open spaces resemble ruptured vacuoles within the cell body (soma).
The catalyst for my current work was a traumatic personal event that unfolded in 2017. My infant son was diagnosed with
a rare and dangerous neurological disorder that caused severe epilepsy. This condition required extreme brain surgery
involving a complete disconnection of the hemispheres. My current work is informed by my extensive research into brain
(mal)functions, structures, and neuroplasticity. I became fascinated by neuronal cellular forms and what began as catharsis
evolved into a new visual vocabulary within my long-time conceptual focus on environmental degradation. The materials
are varied, ranging from translucent porcelain, black stoneware, air-dry clay, slip-dipped and fired wasp’s nests and
botanical specimens, wire and LED lights. The wasp's nests have a paradoxical representation as both an incubator of new
life but also a harbinger of danger.
Our bodies mirror nature in undeniable ways. Yet, our society has created an artificial construct that enables us to see
ourselves as separate from nature. This allows us to enact our “right” to control and abuse resources to which we feel
entitled. Botanical and human vascular and respiratory systems, like neurons and their synapses, move impulses and
sustenance through our bodies. The “information super-highway” that exists amongst tree roots in the form of mycelium
fungal networks informs this work as well. These forms serve as a metaphor for, and symbol, of society’s dysfunctional
relationship with nature. The neuronal forms in my work are malformed, diseased and deteriorating, their connections
weakened by abnormal impulses; a dissonance caused by a detachment from their origins. This work explores the danger
of ambivalence in the face of environmental crisis.
Materials: Porcelain and ceramic stoneware, graphite on paper, LED lights, polymer clay
Dimensions: h: 82 cm, w: 42.5 cm, d: 15.2 cm
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Cecilia Frasca
Cortical goddess
This project combine a drawing of the famous "Venus de Milo" (by Alexandros of Antioch)
and sculptures of different body parts based on the cortical homunculus (contrived by
Wilder Penfield). The drawing it's done with traditional techniques, I used Staedler
graphite pencils (3H, HB and 2B). The sculptures are made with white clay. All combined in
Adobe Photoshop and modified digitally.
The thing is, whenever presented in class, the homunculus has an immediate effect on
almost all students: laughter. That's the case with many scientific illustrations regarding
neuroscience. Laughter, accompanied with the seek for knowledge. On the other hand, art
tends to portray beauty, specially in ancient Greek sculptures where the occurrence of the
human body was desperately wanted.
That's why I chose this peculiar mixture of the Greek goddess of beauty (as far as we
know) and our current depictions of body representations in the brain. While the
sculpture of Venus doesn't have arms (that we know of), the cortical homunculus bears an
enormous pair of hands, scaled with the number of sensorial receptors. The exaggeration
of opposites.
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Yi Lan, Pomfret School
Thoughts
This piece of paindng was done on a piece of door-sized wood with acrylic paint. It is
inspired by the sympathedc and parasympathedc nervous system. Stardng that, I
wanted to give the chamber of thoughts we all have a visualizadon. I sought to
communicate feelings through the colour and the texture of the paindng. For example,
the lee half is very organic, primarily because of the colour choice and brush strokes. I
also deliberately gave myself a dme limit of an hour for the lee half to preserve life and
spontaneity. On the right side, things are very structured and orderly, both from the
cooler colour choice and the geometric shapes. Another thing to mendon is lee, with
its warmer colour, ﬂoats up, as warm air should be, just like how our creadve mind
explores the endless tangents. On the right half, since it is both cold and represents our
reasoning mind, it is more structured, layered and grounded(literally, to the bogom of
the board).
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Sagyebó Emőke Andrea, Eötvös Loránd University
Illustrating the examination of neural connections of the prefrontal cortex in rodents
As a biology student I am working at a neurobiology laboratory, where we examine
the connections of the rat's medial prefrontal cortex. We used an anterograde adenoassociated virus combined with immuno-hystochemical techniques to discover the
efferent connections of the prelimbic cortex, which has a key role in regulating social
behavior. This acrylic painting's purpose was to visualize the homology between the
behavior-controlling mechanisms of rat's and human's brain besides the importance
of animal models in examination of the connections between different brain areas.
By sacrificing a huge amount of rats in the name of neuroscience, we could explore
the mysterious mechanisms behind neuropsychological diseases, such as depression,
schizophrenia, anxiety of autism spectrum disorder and one day we may be able to
cure them.
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Video https://tinyurl.com/2vzxnmps

Eva Koderman, Erasmus University
Noise
The music composition was created from an electromyographic signal (EMG) that contains
information about the electrical activity of a hand muscle. The signal is punctuated by exaggerated
noise disruptions otherwise present in a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) setup used to
obtain the cortical motor map of a hand muscle. Different noise sources give rise to different
sounds. The characterization of sound is established from magnitudes of frequencies observed in
the EMG signal's frequency domain.
The visualization is modeled on a Physarum based growth algorithm simultaneously driven by the
EMG signals and the music composition. The specific algorithm was chosen because of the visual
and practical similarities between neural networks and slime mold formations.
The project aims to shed a different light on the noise present in neuroscientific experiments.
Viewed from a scientific perspective, noise represents distortions of relevant information. Yet, it is
an integral part of natural formations and a valuable asset in the creation of seemingly organic
systems.
The work is a collaborative project with Frances Dodwell at the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague
and Blaž Miklavčič at the University of Ljubljana.
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Ariel Viña González, Cuban Neuroscience Center (CNEURO)
Human Building
This illustration is a representation of the processes that occur in the different areas of
the human brain. It creates an analogy between a house (brain) and its different rooms
(functional areas). The human brain is the home of our existence.
"The human brain is the home of our daily life. Of what we think, reflected in actions”.
Authors:
- Lic. Emilio Cruañas Pérez. Graphical Designer. Professor at Superior Design Institute
(ISDi) http://www.isdi.co.cu/ , Havana, Cuba.
- Ing. XXXX XXXX. Biomedical Engineer. Junior Research Analyst at Cuban Neuroscience
Center (CNEURO) https://www.cneuro.cu/ , Havana, Cuba.
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Liam Ralph, University of Toronto and Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute
Painting plasticity I: the synapse
The brain is a tissue that is exceptionally plastic, no not plastic as in the material that makes
up tupperware, but meaning the unique ability of the brain to change throughout
development, life, and pathology. Synaptic plasticity is one such mechanism in which small
protrusions connect and form interactions that are called synapses which communicate with
each other. Long term potentiation (LTP) is the strengthening of these synaptic connections
and long-term depression (LTD) is the weakening of these synaptic connections. A delicate
balance of LTP and LTD controls physiological processes that are important for a number of
brain function such as leaning and memory. Multiple factors can tip this balance of LTP and
LTD, which may be beneficial or detrimental. Here, I have produced my first attempt to paint
plasticity – an unachievable task as such a dynamic and mysterious phenomenon cannot be
fully captured statically. However, this meta task has the capacity to uncover an infinite
number of the never before seen subtleties of synaptic plasticity that we cannot yet view
even with the world’s most powerful microscopes.
(Oil paint on 16’ x 10’ canvas with poppyseed oil medium)
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Liam Ralph, University of Toronto and Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute
Painting plasticity II: dendrites
Neurons are tree-like structures that are the main cell in the brain. Dendrites,
projections of neurons, much like the branches of trees, dynamically interlace with the
axonal roots of other neurons. The ~86 billions neuron in our brains, each of which
have ~128 dendrites, form forest-like networks through ~40 synaptic connections per
dendrite. Here, I have aimed to paint a relationship between the static structural and
dynamic plastic nature of these dendrites on a single neuron. Using branches of trees
as inspiration, I aimed to transform an essential plant of life that is seen everyday into a
microscopic version of what lies inside our heads and the very cells responsible for
creating what we know as life
(Oil paint on 12’ x 12’ canvas with poppyseed oil medium)
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Liam Ralph, University of Toronto and Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute
Hippocampus Slice I
The hippocampus is the region of the brain responsible for learning and memory. To
study the electrical signals governing these processes, electrophysiologists prepare
transverse ex vivo thin hippocampus slices hundreds of micrometers thick. A stimulating
electrode is used to evoke electrical activity while a recording electrode measures this
across hippocampal regions. The regions of the hippocampus contain unique pathways
controlling various forms of learning and memory. Here, I have painted a hippocampus
slice to share the beautiful view I have a glimpse into of each day. This is a complex brain
region that is utilized around the world to study behaviour and the molecular
mechanisms underlying neurological disorders.
(Oil paint on 7’ x 5’ canvas with poppyseed oil medium)
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Shota Murai
Nature of brain
I represented the brain with Japanese ink painting.
Thank you.
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Shanthi Chandrasekar
Neurocosmology- Cosmic Web
I started working on this drawing with a focus on the cosmic web made of dark matter,
the mysterious substance that exerts gravitational pull but does not emit light. As the
drawing progressed, I was amazed at the emergence of the resemblance to the
networks in the brain in spite of their different origins.ld.
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Shanthi Chandrasekar
Layered Networks
The brain is a maze of networks, connecting various cells to each other and also bringing
together the different networks to enable complex functions and interactions that seem
seamless to us as we navigate through the world.
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Shanthi Chandrasekar
Neurocosmology- Filaments
There is a lot of similarity between the networks seen in structures at different scales
in the universe. Though the scales of the microscopic neurons speckled with synaptic
connections and macroscopic clusters of galaxies connected by filaments of visible
matter and dark matter are so far apart, there seems to be some kind of connection in
how these complex structures organize themselves.
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Victoria Popritkin
Untitled
Today I present a two-fold submission of painting and song, both of which center around the whimsy of the human mind
through my personal artistic portrayal of the brain. The painting, done with oil paint, watercolor and pen, compares both sides.
The art song is based on the poetry of Margaret Atwood, which details the complexity of emotion in the mind:
They have photographed the brain
and here is the picture, it is full of
branches as I always suspected,
each time you arrive the electricity
of seeing you is a huge
tree lumbering through my skull, the roots waving.
It is an earth, its fibres wrap
things buried, your forgotten words
are graved in my head, an intricate
red blue and pink prehensile chemistry
veined like a leaf
network, or is it a seascape
with corals and shining tentacles.
I touch you, I am created in you
somewhere as a complex
filament of light

You rest on me and my shoulder holds
your heavy unbelievable
skull, crowded with radiant
suns, a new planet, the people
submerged in you, a lost civilization
I can never excavate:
my hands trace the contours of a total
universe, its different
colors, flowers, its undiscovered
animals, violent or serene
its other air
its claws
its paradise rivers

